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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Schools across the nation are faced with the problem 
of providing educational opportunity for disadvantaged chil­
dren to enable them to attain an education comparable to that 
of other children in society. To accomplish this, compensa­
tions must be found for limitations in their environment 
which handicap them in meeting school expectations. Many of 
them enter school psychologically, socially, and intellec­
tually unready to meet school expectancies and, as a result, 
many of them meet continuous failure and drop out at the 
earliest opportunity. These children, not having had their 
needs met by the chool in terms of life values ~nd basic 
foundations for a career and sensing no worth in their own 
identity are one of the nation's big problems. Forced to a 
life of idleness because of inadequate skills, some have 
resorted to burning or lootina of the large cities during 
the past two summers. Can anyone now say that educating 
these children, not to institutional values but to a sense 
of their own dignity, is not the first priority? 
Disadvantaged children living in large cities are 
approximately one out of every two children. One can not and 
must not let this l~rge population become the entire nqtion's 
2 
handicap f'or as ..Tohn F. Kennedy stated, "If a .free society 
cannot belp tbe many who are poor, it cannot save the few 
who are rich. II 
I. THE PROBLEN 
Statement or the problem_ The purposes of' tbis study 
were to: (1) observe pre-school programs and study the effect 
on tbe child; (2) determine changes in the lower primary cur­
riculum (grades one through four) as it was adapted to the 
disadvantaged child in the loW' socia-economic areas in Des 
Moines and the St. Louis' Banneker District; (3) observe and 
compare teacher techniques, interest and materials used in the 
instructional program in St. Louis' Banneker District and Des 
Moines, (grades one through rour); (4) review pertinent profes­
sional literature on the disadvantaged child; and compare Des 
Moines and St. Louis' Banneker District with recommended prin­
ciples; and (5) consider and recommend possible changes for 
current and future programs. 
~eed for the study_ In 1950 approximately one child out 
of every ten in the fou~teen largest cities of the United States 
was culturally deprived. By 1960, this figure bad risen to oDe 
in three. This ever-increasing trend is due to their rapid 
migration to llr-ban centers. By 1970, it is estimated there may 
3
 
be one deprived child for every two enrolled in schools in 
these large cities. l 
The problem of poverty is universal, existing In every 
geographical area of this country. The poor are concentrated 
in the slums of cities, certain rural areas, migrant labor 
2 
camps, and Indian reservations. 
Four common consequences of impoverished living are: 
the school dropout, delinquency, mental retardation, and edu­
cational retardation. 3 
Since the disadvantaged child has one strike against 
him before he even begins 8c1001 due to his lack of pre-school 
enriching experiences and negative parental reaction to the 
school, it is no wonder he does poorly in school. Education 
to be effective and relevant must first of all have a teacher 
with a positive understanding of tbe traditions and attitudes 
of the poor and/or minorities. For it is the teacher, more 
than any other factor, who determines the quality of elementary 
education. The hope for a healthy society can only be realized 
if the poor have a chance at the "good life" and have eq\J:3.1 
educatlon9.1, as well as occupational opDortunity with the rest 
IT,irank Riessman, The Culturally Deprived Child (New 
York: IJarper and Row, Inc., 19b2), p. 1. 
2~ ~<rosrn t d J U W1Ke,S DisadvantageduQe an n1·eDn.a The Child 
(Soston: Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1956 ), p. 1.= 
3Ibid ., p. 3. 
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or society. A fresh approach is needed in both the discovery 
~Jd cultivation of the talents of the disadvantaged child. 
Limitations of the study. The investigator limited 
this etudy: (1) to pre-school and elementary grades (one 
through rour). Many programs are effectively operating in 
juni or and s eni or hi~h school. (2) Many of the programs in 
the schools studied are new and have not been effectively 
evalua ted. (3) Furthermore, s orne programs tha t need to be 
studied further may not be continued next year as the Federal 
Government is withdrawing substantial amounts of funds. 
(4) Much longitUdinal research is needed to asseSB the effec­
tiveness of the new school programs as the students progress 
through school and after they complete school, but this lies 
beyond the scope of this study. 
Procedure. The investigator made a study of current 
literature to consider wh~t leadin~ authorities had found 
and recommended in regard to: (1) Needs of disadvantaged 
children, (2) relevant curriculum and materials, (3) teacber 
tr'lining J and (4) curren t and fu ture programs for the dis­
advantaged student. 
From this study of the literature the investiQ~tor 
formulqted q questionnaire which was designed to provide 
information relating to the p~rpose of the study. V~lidation 
was made by three Drake University professors w~rking witb 
disadvantQt=led children or the 'rea.cher Corps. 
5 
Permission to carry out the study was sought and 
secured from the administrative heads of the Des Moines 
Independent School District and the St. Louis' Banneker 
District. This questionnaire, along witb a cover letter and 
a stamped, self-addressed envelope I,Las; then given to one 
principal and one teacher in each of the four schools in 
Des Moines and St. Louis' Banneker District where the writer 
had her observation. The questionnaire consisted of one part 
for the teacher and two parts for the principal. 
All questionnaires were returned making response 100 
per cent. The returned questionnaires were analyzed and tab­
ulated along with tbe writer's informal observations within 
the classroom. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Disadvantaged child. In this study the disadvantaged 
child is one who has the intelli~ence but due to an impover­
ished environment is lacking in physical, emotional, and edu­
cational opportunity and experiences. As a result, he has 
dLfficulty in learning in a classroom designed for middle or 
upper-class society. 
Curriculum. Curriculum is all the experiences wd 
activities for which the school accepts responsibility. 
6 
Non-2raded. In the non-graded type of classroom organ­
ization children are grouped according to age, certain abil­
ities and other related factors and advance according to levels. 
There are no failures and there is greater flexibility of pro­
gramming. There are no grade labels and the number of levels 
varies with local plans. Another name for non-graded is con­
tinuous progress. 
Team teaching. Team teaching is basically a method of 
organizing groups of students for instruction so tbey receive 
benei'its of the most capable teacher in a. particular field and 
also receive benefits of increased intellectual stimulation by 
contact with several personalities rather than one individual 
lteacher. 
Low socio-economic area. The term low socio-economic 
area refers to a geographical area, gbetto and/or slum housing 
the poor who are usually a particular minority segment of the 
population. The crowded conditions and poverty contribute to 
the malevolence of tbe area by producing all the attendant 
problems of' poverty including disease, ignorance, and crime. 
lEdward Smith, Stanley Krause, Jr., and Mark Atkinson, 
The Bducator's Encyclopedia. (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall Company, 1961), p. 647. 
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Enrichment class. In this study an enrichment class 
is one in which the children who had tested above average, 
follow the same curriculum as the regular class but t.,rere 
grouped together for additional mental stimulation through 
extra activities and experiences in the classroom and commun­
ity. A high quality teacher was chosen for motivation. Also 
featured were additional audio-visual equipment with earphones 
and tape recorders stationed permanently in the room. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
"The ohild was diseased at birth, stricken 
with a hereditary ill that only the 
most vital of men are able to shake off•• 
I mean poverty--the most deadly and 
prevalent of all diseases." 1 
Fog 
Schools located in heavily disadvantaged areas have 
a special problem in aiding children who come totally anpre­
pared to cope with the school environment or scbool expecta­
tiona. Many people especially educators, psychologists, and 
social workers have become aware that: 
The slum child is a child of another world. Our laws 
do not bind him, our standard middle-class ambitions do 
not inspire him, our I.Q.'s do not measure him and, most 
of all, his teachers are not reaching him. Rules she 
learned in teachers college clearly don't work in the 
slum school, but she clings to them. for no one has taugbt 
her different rules. Teachers in first to third grade 
feel the child slipping away. By the fourth grade he has 
fallen behind. By the eighth grade he may be as many as 
three years back, his mind closed, his behavior rebellious. 
By high school age he is more likely a dropout, headed for 
chronic unemployment, disdaining the "ou tside U middle-class 
world that already disdains him, secretly cont~mptuous of 
h im3 eli', a t.JB.S te of a human being. A failure. 
lEugene 0' Nei 11, Thirst and Other One-Act Plays 
(Bas ton: The Gorh am Pres s, 1914'}; pp. 111-112. 
2Bernard Asbell, "Not Like Other Children," Redbook 
Hagazine, CXJCI (October, 1963), 64-65. 
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In an attempt to prevent ao many wasted Americans tbe federal, 
state and local governments and the inner-city scbools have 
placed emphasis on compensatory education. 
Concerning the effects of a disadvantaged environment 
on a child's intel1ipence, Benjamin Bloom, professor at the 
University of Chicago said: 
The differences between a very favorable environment 
and an underprivileged environment may affect intellectual 
life by about 2.5 I.Q. points per year or 10 I.Q. points 
over the four year period. Between tbe ~ges of 8-17, 
extreme environments may have an effect of only .4 points 
per year. Dr. Bloom contends that the cumul~tive effect 
of environmental influence during the first 17 years is 
about 20 I.Q. points when contrasting deprived and abundant 
backgrounds as they exist in America today.1 
Patricia Sexton in her book Education and Income wrote: 
In a society with an ever-growing demand for higber­
level skills and a rapidly decreasing demand for 
unskilled labor, the failure of students who are top 
ranking in scores but low-ranking in privilege to go on 
to colle~e is a grievous loss. 
She stated further: 
Paying respect to riches or status and withholding 
it from poverty in either overt or subtle ways, has much 
more serious consequences in a democratic, industrial 
society than the simple denial of higher education to 
the les~ privileged, however great the loss of "talent" 
may be. 
1Robert Strom, Teaching in the Slum School (Columbus, 
Ohio: Merrill Books, Inc., 1965),-P: ~ 
2patricia Sexton, Education and Income (New lork: 
Vikin Press, 1961), p. xviii. 
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For some youngsters, school is a nightmare of' despair. 
Underprivileged, IJnable to cope, they join the ranks of the 
dropout. In January, 1969, members of the National School 
Boards Association, business, government, and social agencies 
met in Washington. 
Paul Briggs, Superintendent of Schools in Cleveland, 
pointing out how precisely bad things have become in the 
cities said: "The national unemployment rate is about 3.3% 
but in the cities it's as high as 15%, for out of school youth 
it exceeds 50%.,,1 
Participating teams from the big cities agreed that 
time for talking may already have run out. 
J'vlinneapolis, where dropout rates range from 2 to 33:'<; 
(and 60% for Indians), is placing stress on industry­
supported junior high schools in store fronts (General 
Mills and Honeywell are helping). 
Toledo and Tulsa see programs with a job for each 
student at the end of the line as essential. 
Boston wants "relevant" action such as labor m3.rket 
analyses at least twice a year. The job market changes 
that fast these days. Baltimore is enlisting Sears Roe­
buck in 'in Ifadopt a scnool n program, and ~ell 'relepbone 
in	 an inschool training program with pay. 
In Childhood Education, James Allen, Jr. stated: 
As we approach the 1970's, the essential task racing 
America's elementary and secondary schools is twofold: 
1.	 'ro raise the level of American education througbout 
the country in order to prepare our children adequately 
l"Chi ld ren of De s pair," Ameri can Sch 001 Board ~Tournal, 
eLVI (January, 1969), 5. 
2Ibicl., p. 6. 
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for	 a more complex demanding world than we have 
ever known. 
2.	 To make sure all our children--poor as well as rich, 
black as well as white, slow-learners as well as 
gifted students--receive the best education we can 
possibly give them. 
He further stated: 
In the future our schools must pay particular attention 
to the disadvantaged child--cbildren who bave had no pre­
paration for formal schooling, to whom Englisb is not a 
native language, wbo need glasses to see the board, and 
who come to school without breakfast. Our schools must be 
deeply concerned about tbe physical and emotional well­
being, as well as the intellectual development, of these 
children. l 
In 1966 Congress passed a piece of landmark legislation, 
the	 Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the first alloca­
tion of a large amount of Federal funds to schools below the 
college level. 
Title I--Education of Children of Low Income Families, 
1966 .• 1.06 Billion Dollars •• Designed to encourage and 
support programs, includin~ the construction of school 
facilities where needed, to meet the special needs of edu­
c~tionally deprived children of low-income families. These 
special educational services include radio and T.V., mobile 
educational services and equipment, remedial education, 
preschool or after-school programs, additional instructional 
perscnnel, equipment and facilities, and others judged nec­
essary for improving the education of disadvantaged chil­
dren. Local educational agencies would be eligible for 
payments equal to one-half the average per pupil expenditure 
in that State multiplied by (a) the number of children (aged 
5-17) in families having an annual income of less than 
:i>2,oOC, and (b) the number of children in families receiving 
payments over $2,000 under the program of Aid to Families 
t'Ji th Dependent Children. For the second and third year 
1James E:. Allen, ~Tr., "Looking Forward to t he Seven ties, It 
Childhood Education, XLVI (September-October, 1969), 3. 
12 
Congress would detel"llline the "low income factor."l 
Before the passage of the educational-aid bill, the 
Off'ice of Economic Opportuni ty had already spent a con­
siderable amount of' money on the education of the dis­
advantaged, most prominently in such fields outside of 
the scbools as the Job Corps. The Economic Opportunity 
Act that created the Office permitted it to support pro­
grams of remedial education, but forbade it to enter the 
field of the regular curriculum of the schools. OEO 
chose to interpret tbe act's language as a bar only to 
those school activities occurring between the hours of 
9 A.M. and 3 P.M.; it felt free to make grants to pro­
grams for preschool children, i.e. Headstart, and after­
school tutorials and otber aids. 
By the end of 1966, a combination of United States 
Office of Education and Office of Economic Opportunity funds 
had created a considerable number of experimental projects 
and a wide variety of pilot programs. The term Itcompensatory 
education" entered the professional vocabulary as a hopeful 
substitute for such words as "underprivileged" and "disadvan­
taged." A1thougll several agencies in the field have argued 
parti cularl y ag{lins t tb e Llse of lid is adv9...'1taged, n the c ann ota­
tion of "compensatory" seems to represent little impravement. 2 
Federal funds were responsible for practically all of 
the educa tional innovSl.tions of the sixties. Despi te lind ta­
tiona of Federal involvement, more positive features can be 
chalked up than the opponents of Pederal intervention could 
hope to offset: neadstart, research and development centers, 
lHarry L. Miller, ?ducation for the Disadvantaged (New 
'(ork: 'rhe F'rCJ8 Preas, 1967), pp. 103-10t~, citing Title 1. 
Elementary and Secondar:i Education Act, a summary prepared by 
the Office of Legislation, United States Office of Education, 
IIj ash :i n G' t on, far the g!J i d!lnc e of s c h 0 01 s and c 0 lIe g€I S • 
2Ibid., p. lOS. 
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regional laboratories, libraries, Title I instructional pro­
grams, supplementary bealth and food services, and cooperative 
research to mention a few. 
Assuming sympathetic politicians, the 1970's will be a 
decade of unprecedented progress in education. Cooperation 
and teamwork between teachers, specialists, administrators 
and consultative sources will permanently erase the isolation­
lism of individual teachers. 
I. CURRICt~UM INNOVATIONS 
As a result of Federal involvement througb the Elemen­
tary and Secondary Education Act and increasing state and 
local concern £'or the disadvantaged student, new programs and 
structural mooificati0D in the curricula and school organiza­
tioD have occurred. 
The dual aim of these ch~ge8 is to individualize 
instruction and increa.se tbe relevance of' classroom materials. 
Two major types of' structural modification, team teaohing and 
ungraded classes, have been widely used, as have transitional 
classes to ease children's entry into school or to facilitate 
2
their shift from one school situation to another. 
He terogene ous grouping (flexi ble groups and subgroups 
to permit effective teaching), reduction of class size, and 
1,J08 L.Frost and 'Tbollnls Rowland, n'The Seventies: A. 
'Pime for Giant Steps," CbiJdbood EdLlcation, XLVI (September-­
October, 1969), p.r;'. 
2r1iller, op. eit., p. le6. 
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extracurricu1um personnel, have all contributed to individual­
ized instruction. l 
Although much of the emphasis in compensatory programs 
has been placed on reading and language development, an 
expanded notion of what constitutes learning and learning 
materials has affected all the academic areas. 
In mathematics, manipulative materials such as 
abacuses, geometric figures, fractional parts, peg boards and 
other concrete objects have enlivened the traditional approacb. 2 
Success of modern mathematics programs with less able pupils 
su~gests that the discovery method is appropriate. Some of the 
content should reflect adolescent or pre-adolescent experiences 
such as: aspects of part-time employment, wages and hours, 
travel distances, measurements of athletic fields, lapses of 
~ 
time and recipe ingredients.~ 
The efforts at making the curriculum concrete are part 
of an overall emphasis on a multisensory approach to learning. 
At all grade levels there has been an extensive use of audio­
visual aids: filmstrips, overhead projectors, tape recorders 
and the 4like. 
lEdmund Gordon and Doxey Wilkerson, Compensatory Educa­
tion for ~he D~sadvanta~ed (Princeton, New Jersey: Collel7e 
Fntrance ~xam Board, 19 6), pp. 60-70. 
2 I b1.'d • , 7· 2 3 8p.. Strom, .£E. 0 01 to, po· 9. 
J!+,Joseph Loretan and Shelley Umana, Teaching the Dis­
advantaged (New York: Columbia University, 19bb), PPo 4b-~o. 
The use of specialists in art, music and other special 
fields served to upgrade instruction in tbose areas. In 
social studies, science, and English, investments bave been 
made in new text books that provide a bigb interest level for 
pupils with low reading skill. A new emphasis bas emerged, 
partic~larly in the area of social studies, on texts which 
recognize minority group contributions. Through field trips 
and guest speakers, as well as a number of new curriculum 
materials which emphasize the role of minority groups in Ameri­
can life, disadvantaged children are introduced to the wider 
world and helped to recognize that these are alternatives to 
the limited roles tbeir parents and neighbors have been per­
. d I' . t 1mItts to p ay ln BOCle y. 
In the primary grades there has been a concentrated 
eff'ort to enlarge the pupil's self-awareness and improve his 
self-concept in a general sense. Tbis is done through fre­
quent and pUblic use of his written name, through the installa­
tian of full-length mirrors in classrooms, and through photo­
~raphs af children in the school prominently displayed on 
bulletin boards and in school publications. 
Negro History vleek, almost universally observed am::mg 
schools with a large Negro population, has children investig~t-
lng the lives of important Negro citizens, making bulletin 
ItcH ller, loc. ci t. 
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boards and displaying pictures of blacks at work in the 
community; there are assembly programs and celebrations of 
the contributions oi' Negroes in America. \\lith other minority 
groups similar projects are attempted. l 
II. READING AND LANGUAGE DEVELOprifJENT 
"You canno t teac h a man anything; 
you can only help him to find it 
within himself." 
Galileo Galilei 
The principal rocus or fundamental curriculum change 
in compensatory programs has been reading and language devel­
oprnent. 
"'iuh? .• unh-hunh- •.• nuttin ••. nal.J ..• wah? 
'cuz ••• unh-unh .•• sho." 
Is this a readiness for readin~ vocabulary~ Definitely 
not! Vet) unfortuD3.tely these "wordal! vlith variations for 
emDhasis and inflection--plus a few other one-word sentences 
and a Renerous sprinkling of vulgarities--compr-ise tbe speak­
inf1 vocabularies of many culturally disadvantaged first 
~raders. These and other strange noises that take the place 
of standard American imglish r'eflect the impoverished language 
L;ordonand lIiillmrson, QR. ci-1., pp. 73-75. 
17 
lbackgrounds of these children. Often one finds that maximum 
exposure to lro1guage has come from the television set. In 
addition, no response is expected of him; he is merely an 
2observer, not a participant in the communication process. 
Although listening, speaking, reading, and writing 
skills are only a part of the needs characteristic of language-
handicapped children, they are a vital part. Without mastering 
communication skills, cUlturally disadvantaged youngsters can 
never unlock the doors that lead to usefUl, productive citizen­
ship; they can never become first-class citizens. 
"Teachers need to approach English language instruction 
for these children as if they were teaching a foreign lan­
gu age. 113 
At Teachers College, Columbia University, the Materials 
Development Project for the reachinp of English as a 
Second Langua~e have the pupils practice listening to and 
speaking the content to be read before they read it. They 
later reinforce the oral and reading practices by writing. 
However, the children also participate in instructional 
English-language activities during the larger part of tbe 
school day.4 
lWarren G. Cutts, "Reading Unreadinesa in the Under­
privileged,1t National Education Association Journal, LII 
(April, 1963), 23. 
2Strom, 2£. cit., p. 85. 3Cutts, lac. cit. 
IC~Loretan and Umana,.2..2.' cit., p. 54. 
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The foreign language approach might be coupled with 
one used successfully by some teachers. They have used the 
analogy of work clothes, play clothes, and Sunday clothes to 
convey the concept to their pupils of a different language 
for a different purpose. Different occasions call for differ­
ent modes of dress; they explain and the same thing is true of 
language. 
Obviously children who lack readiness for readin~ in 
terms of their oral language development and background of 
experience must have a prolonged readiness program either in 
school or before they enter school. Six-year-olds who cannot 
talk coherently can scarcely be expected to begin reading as 
soon as they enter school. 
Children whose language is limited to grunts and 
crudities need extensive experiences before they are ready 
for any formalized reading instruction. If these children are 
to master the basic language skills of listening and speaking 
they must have a wider range of experiences--botb real and 
vicarious--than their more fortunate counterparts. 
Such experiences should include listening to stories 
told or read by the teacher; taking field trips to parks, 
farms, zoos, airports, fire stations and other points of 
interest; using and listening to tape recorders; hearing 
records; and seeing movies and filmstrips. In all these 
19 
activities the main objective is to provide pupils with oppor­
tunities for language experience. They must, therefore, have 
plenty of time to react to and talk about the things they have 
seen and he ard. l 
Another method that might have merit for the child for 
t..Jhom the school language is a "second language fl is the Ini tial 
Teaching Alphabet method. Using forty-six letter-symbols 
instead of the regularly-used twenty-six letter alphabet, this 
method s tresses each distinct sound by means of only one repre­
sentative letter. Since using a forty-six sound alphabet does 
not preclude recognizing whole words, this method has the 
advantages of both the phonetic and the fllook-say" methods. 
The negative aspect of the program is that when the time comes 
for transfer back to the twenty-six letter alphabet, will it 
be too difficult? Is it not wrong to learn something that one 
must then unlearn?2 
Children in kindergarten should continue to have many 
opportunities to use language spontaneously like those which 
occur when they are participating in dramatic play with house­
keeping materials and blocks, when engaging freely in outdoor 
play or when sharing a special secret with the teacher. They 
should be read to, talked to, and subtly encouraqed to talk 
lCutts, loco cit.
 
2Loret'lr1 and Umana, 2£. cit., pp. 57-58.
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about toys, events, books or pictures. Time spent in group 
discussion sbould be quite limited until children are able to 
express themselves well enough to hold the attention of other 
children. 
Continuing first-hand experiences and trips throughout 
tbe school years is as important to language development as 
it is to cognitive developrnent. l 
It has been found that a mechanical approach to vocab­
ulary building will not produce the desired end of developing 
useful verbal skills. Sylvia Ashton-Warner has vividly des­
cribed her techniques in teaching reading to her Australian 
Maori pupils. She utilized their deeply personal experiences 
as basic content while imparting the mechanics of letters. 
Similarly, the teacher in the enrichment classroom can ois­
cover the interests and concerns of her children by being 
2
sensitive to their products. 
According to John and Goldstein children develop and 
test their tentative notions about the meaning of words and 
the structure of sentences chiefly through verbal interaction 
with more verbally mature speakers. 3 
l Annie L. dutler, "tllill Headstart Be a False Start?" 
yhildhood Education, XLII (November, 1965), 163. 
23ylvia Ashton-Warner, Teache:JS (Net.] York: Bantam 
Books, 1963), pp. 28-46. 
3Vera P. ,John and Leo S. Goldstein, "'rhe Social Con­
text of Language Acquisition," cited in Martin Deutsc~, The 
Dis advan t '1 ge d Chi 1d (New '(ork : Bas i c Boo ks, Inc OJ 19b 7 ) , 
p. 163. 
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Middle class occupations require and permit verbal 
interaction with a variety of people whereas lower class 
occupations require minimal communications. Middle class 
develops a more flexible use of the language and this is 
important--it permits the adult to adjust his speech to fit 
the child's level of comprehension. The child from a low 
socio-economic background learns most of his language by means 
of receptive exposure--by hearing rather than the correction 
of his own speech. Words acquired with little corrective feed­
back in a stable learning environment will be of minimum use 
in communication at a later stage of development. Language is 
a socially conditioned relationship between the child's 
internal and external worlds. Once able to use words as 
communication the child can effectively change his own social 
and material reality. 
A child must first learn labels and then he acquires 
the ability to categorize these labels. Next as a child 
learns multiple meanings of words, he becomes able to gen­
eralize and discriminate. By tbe quality and amount of 
corrective feedback he ~ives,
~ 
the actively participating
-
adult determines the breadth of the child's generalizations 
and the precision of his discrimination. 
The teacher who is aware of the importance of verbal 
dialogue in the shift from labeling to categorizing can direct 
learning not only by her own interactions, but, also, by 
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helping children in the classroom to be effective speakers as 
well as active listeners. l 
Perhaps the most structured approach to language is 
that of Om'll" K. Moore. He believes in starting early but his 
approach is different in that he uses reading as a self-con­
tained method and uses the typewriter to develop language. 
'rhe "talking typewri ter" developed by the Thomas Edison 
Research Labs, teaches reading by programming the machine. 
There may be several reasons for the success of this 
approach with the disadvantaged youngster: 
1.	 ~he tactile or physical attraction to the child using 
a machine. 
2.	 Almost simultaneously the child has the opportunity to 
see, listen, touch and speak. 
3 .	 The sequential teaching by means of small, discrete 
steps in which the child moves on only after he has 
responded with the correct answer. 
4. As in all self-teachina devices, errors and corrections2may be made without public censure. 
111. READING 
"If the school cannot teach an educable child 
to read, there is really nothing else of 
, 't t' h' 113lmportance 1 can eacn 1m. 
Paced with the traditional texts which dealt little if 
at '1l1 with the place of Nef!roes and other minori ty groups 
lIbid., p. 164. 2Loretan and Umana, .9.£. cit., p. C:;C'. 
31:!:unice Ne\'I1'ton, "Plannini2: for the Lan£!u9.0'e Development 
of Dis!ldv an t af! e d Chi 1dren an d '{ 0 u t h , t1 ! h e J 0 U r n'1l 0 f Neg r 0 
'~ducation, {{XIII (Summer, 1961.1-), 264-2~. 
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in American life, and faced at the same time with classrooms 
filled with minority group children, many compensatory pro­
grams have placed great emphasis on devising enrichment 
materials that will provide children with a sense of having 
1 
a significant place in the culture. 
Whereas some programs are developing their own texts, 
others are using the newer commercial texts. 
The Detroit Public Schools Reading Series (Great Cities 
Program), published by Follett is a move in the direction 
of integrated texts. However, they have fallen into the 
trap of simply changing pictures from a suburban white 
family to a suburban Negro family. The vocabulary, con­
cepts and structure have not ch~~ged to any perceptible 
degree, from the traditional basal readers. 
Macmillan has begun publishing a series (Grades one 
through three) entitled Bank Street Readers which aims at 
discarding the stereotype-tWhite suburban family). The 
books have extraordinary appeal for children. They have 
brightly colored metropolitan skylines, riverboats, air­
planes, city streets with cars and traffic lights, and 
laundry strung out between fire escapes. The books por­
tray ci ty people no t merely as "black and whi te, B but 
with hints of many different complexions and features. 
The limited vocabulary makes for repetition and some 
dullness, however, an improved introduction to language 
usage--plural and punctuation have been added. 
These books have merits only as "spring boards." 
Although the intent is to build upon the real and the concrete, 
one also wants to open up new worlds, new discoveries, new 
possibilities. Urban readers can threaten this goal if used 
. d 2too often and for too long a perlO • 
lGordon and Wilkerson, ~. cit., p. 73.
 
2
Loretan and Umans, QR. cit., pp. Sl-59. 
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R
. ow1an d an d u'lllul tested the hypothes is that the inter­
est of children in materials for reading and creative writing 
would be influenced by the racial content of those materials 
and the race of the child. 
2 
Whipple evaluated the effectiveness of three pre-
primers developed by the Detroit Public Schools and the Fol­
lett Publishing Company to meet the needs of pupils in multi­
cultural areas by presenting stories which include both Negro 
and Caucasian characters and in which vocabulary and other 
characteristics are designed to promote the development of 
correct speech patterns. The effectiveness of these city 
scbool preprimers was assessed through na classroom experi­
ment n in which the performance of first-grade pupils using 
these readers was compared with that of first grade pupils 
using the Standard Series of readers. 
Although the Whipple study found apparent superiority 
for the multiracial City Schools readers over the Standard 
Series readers with regard to the incidence among certain sub­
groups of perfect scores on the word recognition test and the 
number of errors on the oral reading test, this finding war­
rants only a very tentative interpretation. The overall mean 
lrv!onroe Rowland and Patri cia Hi11, nRaoe 111D3 tra ti on 
and Interest in IvTaterials for Reading and Creative \'tJriting, \1 
Journal of Ne~ro Education (Winter, 1?65), 84-87. 
2Gertrude Whipple, AEEFaisal of the pity Schools Read­
ing Pro~ram (Detroit~ The Public Schools, November, 196~ 
p.35". 
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mean differences reported on both tests were not statistically 
si~nificant. Moreover, apparently no effort was made to deter­
mine Whether functions of differences exist between the two 
sets of readers in characteristics other than their illustra­
tions. 
Whereas the Whipple study found strong preference for 
the multiracial readers among all sex and racial subgroups of 
pupi Is, the Ro\-vland -Hi 11 stud y fa und ambivalence of preference 
among Negro children and strong preference for the "whi te n 
reading materials among Caucasian children. A suitable 
explanation for these somewhat contradictory findings is not 
1
apparent. 
One approach to reading which has been quite effective 
is the multisensory approach; for example, one class centered 
their lesson around a live puppy that had been brought to 
class. The UBe of experience charts, word cards, and child-
invented stories is a technique that has been used to encoup­
ape self-selection of both subject and vocabulary. 
The enrichment of prereading experiences and related 
individualized reading materials at the primary grade level 
~nswers a fundamental need for disadvantaged children--that 
is to make learning to read a personally important goal ana 
2 
a personally relevant function. Because of the short 
lMiller, £E. cit., p. 125. 
'J 
cGordon and 'wilkerson, .££. cit., p. 81. 
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attention span in activities involving the total group, indi­
vidualized and small group instruction procedures could be 
useful. 
Individualized reading materials must permit each indi­
vidual learner to progress at his own learning rate, and they 
must accommodate individual learning styles and interests. 
Schools and publishers presently are producing such materials. 
Although many of these products already have met with enthu­
siastic reception more often than not, they are fledgling 
efforts that admittedly will require substantial refinement. 
Ideally the materials will: 
1 . come in small packages taking from several hours to 
several days to consume and will replace textbooks 
requiring a year or a semester to complete; 
2. they will contribute to learning of concepts; 
3 . instruments for evaluation will be included; 
'+ •5. 
they will accommodate specific learning styles; 
there will be a sufficient variety of materials; 
6. they will lend themselves to efficient storage and 
retrieval; 
7. the learner will participate in expansion or improve­
ment of the material. 
II The r ole ofthe teac her wi 11 be asagu ide to and par tic i pan t 
,,2in the group process. 
IV. PRE-SCHOOL 
In an attempt to compensate for the constricted life-
in which slum children must function educators inS P 'lce 
IDavic1 H. F'raser, "Vihat's Ahe'lo for Pre-adolescence?,!l 
Childhood Educatjon, XLVI (September - OctOber, lQ69), 26-27. 
2Ibid • 
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Chicago, Baltimore, and New York, and other large cities have 
initiated programs of prekindergarten enrichment designed to 
include a dimension of experiences which is comparable to the 
background usually brought to school by students of the middle 
class. Some of the most important preschool programs now 
available include: Martin Deutsch's Institute for Develop­
mental Studies, Montessori SchOOls, and Headstart Programs. 
Each of these will be dealt with in detail. 
In the United States the pioneering agency in early 
childhood education was the Institute for Developmental 
Studies, a Division of the Department of Psychiatry of New 
York Medical College, now affiliated with New York University 
School of Education. It was founded in 1958 as a research 
and demonstration unit that could draw on offerings of a num­
bar of disciplines, not just psychiatry. It was concerned 
primarily with applied research. 
M~rtin Deutsch, founder and director of the Institute 
wrote: 
"Deprivation tl may be the result of several com­
ponents which must be recognized and dealt with 
methodically if an enrichment or intervention pro­
gram is to succeed. 
'roe Institute has arranged for broad areas in 
which to work wi th the dis9.dvantaged child. They are: 
langua~e, conceptual abiliti1s, reading, and self-con­cept and social interaction. 
IjV1artin Deutsch, ll"~arly Social Environment: Its Influ­
ence on School Adaptation," Schreiber (ed.), The School Drop­
out (Washington: National Educ~tion Association, 1~64), pp. 
97-98. 
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Taking the specific negative characteristics into 
consideration, the Institute has proceeded to build a cur­
ricullJm around them. In its 1966 progress report to the 
Office of Economic Opportunity, the Institute stated: 
It is our hypothesis that the disadvantaged child 
needs a specially sequenced curriculum, designed to 
build cognitive skills and improve linguistic and 
perceptual abilities. This curriculum-should be con­
tinued through at least the first three school years in 
addition to the two preschool years if the disadvantaged 
child is to develop the more logical and abstract thought 
processes needed for learning and academic success. l 
The Institute has been developing a sequenced curriculum which 
emphasizes the development of a positive self-concept and a 
hiqh motivation level. 
The program is further built on the idea that the 
child's own sequence of learning is threefold: from sensory-
motor	 level to perceptual to conceptual. 
Borrowing from Piaget, it is assumed that in learning 
there	 is a developmental progression, a sequence inclUding 
three	 stages or levels of learning and development. 
1.	 the sensory-motor level, in which perceptual discrimina­
tions are facilitated through the child's actual can­
tact with materials; 
2.	 the perceptual level, in which discriminations are 
facilitated through the presentations of contrasting 
stimuli (differenf colors, shapes, sizes, and sounds 
and their coordination vd tb differentiated verbal 
levels; and 
1rnstitute far Deve10Emental Studies Progress Report, 
Apri 1 29 . 1965 - June 30, 19 6 and Can tinua tion Proposal, 
June 1, i966 - <Tune 30, 1967, submitted to Ol~O (r'larch, 1966), 
p. 86. 
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3.	 the ideational-representational level, in which sit­
uations are presented through verbal and conceptual 
levels with a minimum of concrete perceptual 
support. l 
The Institute's intervention curriculum is based on 
traditional procedures, plus being highly structured. 
Essentially these efforts resemble Maria Montessori's 
school for poor children, the Gasa Dei Bambini, begun in Rome 
over half a century ago. Just as the purpose of Montessori's 
Roman venture was to make learning enjoyable in a prepared 
environment and to overcome home conditions that might foster 
alienation and failure in school, so, too, the focus of con­
temporary pre-echool experiments is on removing academic 
handicaps which might otherwise confront children upon enter­
ing school. 2 
There is much in the Montessori technology that could 
productively be re-examined and incorporated into compensatory 
programs. Basically, this includes the organization of per­
ceptual stimuli in the classroom so the objects that convey 
and illustrate the concept of size and size differential are 
all the same color and shape. Use of such materials should 
make it possible for size discriminations to be learned more 
easily. This method is, of course, carried over to many 
1Richard gllis, "Educational Programming for Pre-school 
Children,ll speech published in Child Stud;r, XXVIII, No.2 
(Summer, 1966), 27. 
2Strom, ~. cit., p. 17. 
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rields and the availability of such stimuli under the Mon­
teasori system gives the child an opportunity to select 
materials consistent with his own developmental capabilities. 
This makes possible success experience, positive reinforce­
roent and motivation and subsequent enhancement of involvement. 
The attention to the minutiae of learning, and the 
systematic exposure to new learning elements based on prior 
experience, could allow for the development of individualized 
learning profiles. This would be particularly appropriate for 
a compensatory progr~~ where there is a great deal of varia­
tion in individual needs. l There is, however, a major variable 
which is apparently inadequately handled by this metbod and 
that is language. Language can be thought of as a crucial 
ingredient in concept formation, problem solving, and in the 
. 2
relating to and interpretation 0 f the enVlronment. 
James Hymes, Jr., a professor of education at tbe Uni­
versity of Maryland, argued that the Montessori method is 
inappropriate to the American schools because Montessori 
schools tend to minimize tbe field of children's literature, 
field trips, the significance of dramatic play and outdoor 
lMaria Montessori, Education for ~ New World (Wheaton, 
Illinois: Theosophical Press, 1959). 
2tv1artin Deutsch and Associates, The Disadvantaf!ed 
Child (New {orlc 3asia dooks , Inc., 19m, p. 70. 
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activities; schools	 do not foster freedom and teachers tend to 
lbe more controlling. 
Diane Feeley argued for the worth of the method by 
saying: 
Montessori's concepts of a heterogeneous class, where 
older children often teach younger ones, of children 
being able to learn abstract concepts if only there are 
concrete means by which they can be grasped, of individual­
izing instruction, and of having a sequential patte~n of 
learning--are positive contributions of Montessori. 
The third pre-school program to be discussed in this 
paper is Headstart. No project for the disadvantaged child 
has received the public attention given to Headstart, a pro­
gram for pre~school children developed and funded by the 
Office of Economic Opportunity. 
Although the direct stimulus to Headstart's development 
was probably Martin Deutsch's experiments with creating a 
highly effective prenursery experience to provide conceptual 
readiness for disadvantaged children, the Federally-sponsored 
program moves far beyond the Deutsch model. The Child Develop­
ment Centers funded by the Federal government project empbasize 
involvement of the parents to an unprecedented extent, give 
care for the medical and dental needs of the children in the 
1 Jame s L. Hymes, Sr., "Non tea S ori , II Eouc ational Leader­
sbip, {XIII (November, 1965), 127-131. 
2Diane IVj.F'eeley, "Letter to the Editor, Il Educational 
Le,"ioership, XX:111 (April, 1966),531-532. 
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program; and provide psychological services where possible. 
School people are prone to view Headstart simply as a prepara­
tioD for school, but its sponsors see it as a preparation for 
life. 
In studies done on the effects of Headstart, it has been 
found that the average school does not provide a learning cli­
mate similar to Headstart which is characterized with smaller 
classes, specially trained teachers, supportive nonprofessional 
personnel and the involvement of parents; therefore t-rhen a 
child enters kindergarten, he does not retain the gains made in 
Headstart. 
Follow-Through programs, as announced by President 
Johnson will be important in determining whether the children 
main tain a "heads tart. 11 These programs would continue the 
ideas of Headstart through the kindergarten, first and second 
grades.-1
V. TEACHER RECRTJITl'1ENT AND TRAINING 
"You never really understand a person until 
you consid er tnings from his point of view. . • 
until ¥t~U climb into 11is skin and walk around 
in it. I 
l~iller, £E. cit., pp. 132-142. 
2Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird (New York: J. B. 
1,1 ppincott, 1(60), p-.-.3~ 
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While a number of recruitment schemes have been devised 
to fill inner-city vacancies, the most prominent method seems 
to be the arbitrary assignment of new and inexperienced 
teachers. Many of those teachers who reluctantly comply with 
the administrative request remain in the slum school only 
long enough to secure tenure or a transfer to a site of more 
favorable economic circumstances. Thus it is not strange 
that the recent Hauser study of education in Chicago found 
inner-city schools to be more overcrowded, employing less 
experienced, less educated teachers; and sustaining a higher 
incidence of temporary appointments among staff members and a 
lhigher rate of faculty turnover than schools in outlying areas. 
For most of the one hundred and fifty thousand teachers 
who graduate from college each year there will have been no 
access to a curriculum of specialized training for urban 
posi tions • 
The importance of giving new teachers initial experi­
ences that are satisfying cannot be overemphasized. Though 
many refuse to acknowledge it, the degree to which adjustment 
is satisfactory to the individual first-year teacher affects 
the quality of his service to the school, influences his 
decision to remain with the system and may determine whether 
IN'ltional School Public Relations Associ~tion of 
~ducation (Washington: The Association and Department of 
the~National Educ;tion Association, April 9, 1964), pp. 12$­
129. 
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or not he continues in the profession. l 
Iill experimental project at Hunter Colle~e in New York 
City clearly demonstrated that placing pre-service teacber 
trainees in difficult schools for a period of supervised 
practice teaching would not only develop their competence to 
deal with disadvantaged pupils, but would also encourage them 
to cboose a "difficult" school in which to teacb. 2 
The member school systems of the Researcb Council of 
the Great Cities Program for School Improvement and cooperat­
ing colleges and universities have mobilized their combined 
resources to provide pre-service and in-service programs that 
will equip prospective teachers to teach disadvantaged chil­
dren and will overcome the shock of embarking on a teaching 
career in an impacted, economically depressed area. It is 
believed that the students participating in these programs 
will be markedly better teachers of the disadvantaged than 
teachers who receive traditional preparation ~nd that these 
students will devote their careers to teaching the disadvan­
taged. 
The Great Cities involved include: Baltimore, Boston, 
Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, HoustOD, Los An~eles, 
Milwaukee, New fork, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, 
lI-lobert vI. Strickler, !!Follow-Throu~h t..,rith the '''irst 
Year reacher,!! gducational Administration Supervision, XLV 
(Jqnu~ry, 1959), 1-6. 
2Gordon 'lnd \rJilkerson, .£2. oj:.!., p. q~. 
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San Francisco, and Washington. 
The objectives of the developmental activities were: 
1.	 To describe satisfactory teacher behavior and per­
formance in teaching the disadvantaged.
2. T'o describe effective curricular content. 
3.	 To determine criteria for measuring success of
 
teacher-education programs, and,

4.	 To develop prototype teacher education programs in 
selected cities. l 
Teachers were to work with pupils on four major aspects 
of the curriculum: (1) Basic Skills, (2) Personal-social 
development,	 U) Desirable school behaviors, and (4) Communi ty 
2
environmental understandings. 
Teachers were to: (1) provide interaction for pupils 
with other teachers and with adults in the community through 
sequential exchanges, and (2) work cooperatively with teachers 
and community groups in developing an all-fronts attack on 
problems of educationally disadvantaged children. 3 
Though new teachers are interested chiefly in matters 
of knowing the community, the school and its procedures, most 
orientation programs focus on minor administrative duties of 
teachers or introductions of other staff members and are 
seldom related to in-service development. 
Because the necessary preparation for a slum classroom 
is so important, it would seem a worthwbile consideration to 
IMicbael Usdan and Frederick 3ertolaet, Teachers for the 
Disadvantaged (Chicago: Follett Publishing Company, 196bT; 
pp. vi-ix. 
2 Ibid ., p. 237. 
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bring newly-hired teachers assigned to the low-income district 
onto the job a month early. During the period before school 
opens they can attend daily workshop sessions on understanding 
the community, human relations, classroom practices, the func­
tions of the s~pportive staff and what to do in any contingency. 
Discussions, lectures, films and organized trips directed by 
the principal, social worker, counselor, psychologist or the 
school n~rse would be an integral part of the sessions. 
Most educators agree that new staff members must not be 
forgotten once they enter the classroom. Yet a study by the 
National Education Association Research Division on first-year 
teachers shows that while 85 per cent needed help in handling 
discipline problems, 52 per cent received little or none; 
while 66 per cent needed help in getting acquainted with the 
community, 62 per cent received little or none; while 89 per 
C3Ut needed understanding about assistance from supportive 
etaff as the social worker, school nur8e, and guidance coun­
selor, 54 per cent received little or none; while 93 per cent 
needed help j_n keepiop and making out official records and 
reports, 34 per cent received little or none; while 83 per 
cent needed help in working with retarded and gifted chil­
dren, 73 per cent received little or none; while 85 per cent 
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needed help in understanding the goals of the school, 35 per 
cent received little or none; while 78 per cent needed belp 
in making effective use of community resources, 72 per cent 
received little or none. It is imperative that every new 
teacher entering the slum school be assigned a more experi­
1
enced staff member to whom he can bring questions and problems. 
Programs ofin~gervice training ought not to be predi­
cated on the assumption that all teachers have the same needs 
or require the same instruction at the same time in the same 
way: An issue can receive no more than perfunctory attention 
when the interested parties gather only once a month for an 
after-school meeting. To set aside several entire days a year 
specially for in-service training seems to be a more useful 
procedure. In these occasions instructors would attend the 
meetings concerning their particular interest. 
One group might conceivably be interested in the improve-
men t of clas S 1"0 om eval ua tion. Thes e partici pants could study 
how to use informal testing techniques, inclUding open-book 
examinations, how to identify potential in other than paper 
and pencil tests; or how to administer standardized tests. 
~fter emphasizing the importfunce of testing aspects such as 
drawinr inferences, cDmpletin~ sentences, and following time 
IN~tional Education Association Research Division, 
"l;lirst {ear Teachers in 1954-1955, II National Education 
AssDciation Research Bulletin (Washington= rhe Association, 
F8b~~~ry, 19~6r;pp~ 1-8. 
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limits and directions, training might include the techniques 
for meaningful drill in these skills. Gaining familiarity 
with practice materials designed to make children more sophis­
ticated with reference to testing situations is also valuable. 
A discussion of the limitations of group verbal I.Q. tests for 
disadvantaged children and the diminishing I.Q. phenomenon can 
be followed with helps on administering and interpreting non­
1verbal examinations as a measure of potential. 
Other teachers are interested in pursuing such topics 
as techniques in improving the self-image of children, remed­
ial instruction and materials for minority groups, conferring 
with and reporting to parents, and understanding the peer group. 
Because of the pressure for educating cbildren at an earlier 
a~e, some elementary teachers might wisb to bave a refresher 
course regarding the development of pre-scbool children. It 
is well to remind ourselves that the reversal from deprivation 
to dignity in the slum depends in great measure on the school. 
Only with prepared teachers can one offer young people a 
2 
readiness for the future. 
In order that resource persons of differing talents may 
make their unique contribution to the education of children, 
staff relations must of necessity be characterized by c~opera-
tion, interdependence, and mutual effort. Today the 
1 Ibid., p. 45. 2 Ibid ., p. 46. 
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responsibility for pupil advance and well-being 1s shared by 
other professionals outside the classroom, trained special­
ists whose area of competence enables them to handle issues 
for which teachers are unprepared. Whether their backgrounds 
be in guidance or social work, nursing or remedial reading, 
psychology or library science, supervision or administration, 
each of these specialists has a single function: to help 
'1 1teac hers and pUplS. 
The conflict that arises between a teacher and disadvan­
taged children generally has its roots in the cultural set each 
2 
one brings as his personal background to the classroom. 
Frank Riessman said that even though the progressive 
approach to education emphasizes "learning by doing" (which 
fits the physical-motoric style of the disadvantaged), it is 
the old style, strict, highly structured teacher who appears 
to be most popul~r and effective with underprivileged cbil­
dren. When this teacher is also lively, and builds concepts 
from the ground up, and makes an effort to "win the children 
3to learning, II sbe is the model teacher for these youngsters. 
While Patricia Sexton might well agree with Riessman, 
she sees a different type of teacher as most adequate to 
1 Ibid~, p. 48. 
2 Arn old Cheyney, ere aching CuI turally Dis adv!lt1 t9.ged in 
the Element'lrl School (ColumbUS, Ohio= Charles 1'lerri1l Books, 
Inc., lQb7),p. 2~). 
JF'rank Hiessman, The CLlltura11,y Deprived Child (New 
York= Harper and How, 191)2), p. 72. 
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develop the potentialities of these children. She further 
charges that the schools, ror the most part, refuse to hire 
dedicated "reformers," those with zeal, compassion, and some­
times eccentricities, precisely because they are dedicated, 
1
zealous, and eccentric. 
~he Educational Policies Commission recognizes the 
importance of the teacher's attitude toward her pupils this 
way: "The heart of the educational process is found in the 
skill, dedication and personality of the teacher. Foremost 
amonQ the needed qualities of the teacher is respect for the 
pIJpil.,,2 
Where teachers have low expectation and children low 
achievement, it may be helpful to do as the Banneker School 
District Proqram of St. Louis. Teachers in the district ele­
mantary schools were told to ignore I.~. scores and teach as 
if all children had superior ability. This advice, combined 
with pupil and parent motivational techniques, effected some 
· . d t ' t' "t t' 3chan~e ln a e erlora lng 81 ua lODe 
Describing low-income children with adjectives like 
underprivileged, handicapped, culturally deprived and disad­
vantaqed tends to create an image of less potential. John 
lSexton, QR. cit., p. 233. 
2€ducational Policies Commission, Education and the 
Disadvantaged American {Washington: National Sducation-·-·_·· 
A.s soc i at i on, 19621, p. 1q • 
3Gordon and Wilkerson, QR. cit., p. 57. 
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Niemeyer, President of Bank Street College in New York City 
contended, "A major reason for low acbievement among cbildren 
in poor neighborboods is tbe low expectation as to tbeir 
learning capacity beld by their teachers." 
Many opportunities for teaching and guidance are for­
feited because: 
1.	 We lack understanding regarding the customs, mores 
and values that govern behavior; 
2.	 Tbe mechanisms through which slum children can be 
most influenced; 
3. The structure and operation of powerful peer groups;
4. The real causes underlying academic difficulty;
5.	 The potential support for elements of education in 
the horne, and 
6.	 The mannerland media for communication with the 
parents. 
Although most prospective teachers desire training in these 
areas, seldom do college counseling, curriculum, and schedul­
ing encourage it. Were the future teachers in ~~y academic 
major to receive some training in urban sociology, psychology 
of motivation, culture pattern and personality, human develop­
ment and the teaching of reading, the circumstance within the 
slum might be markedly improved in terms of instructional 
quality, pupil progress, home-school relations, and teacher-
morale and tenure. When educators fail to use the potential 
academic strengths of childhood experience in low-income 
groups, such strengths become nonfunctional. Much of the 
slum younssterls competitive potential vanishes when he is 
IS trom, QQ. ci~., p. 35. 
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forced to compete by using strengths not engendered in his 
background but characteristic of life in middle class 
, I' 1faml les. 
Pupils from extended families in the slum are often 
unfamiliar ~ith scheduling, time limits, and assignment dead­
lines. In the absence of planning at home and with little 
background in making decisions, they find themselves in dif­
ficulty when confronted with deliberative situations in which 
circumstance does not choose for them but rather they them­
selves must decide alone. They tend to find multiple choice 
examinations much more difficult tban true-false. Neverthe­
less, these children have a remarkable degree of independence 
and seldom need continual adult approval for their actions. 
As a result, they might well be given responsibilities in the 
classroom, but under the current system anyone with poor grades 
is denied such an opportunity. The incentive system of workin2 
against others is unlikely to motivate such children and 
neither will failure bring a zealous search for knowledge. It 
appears that one must use whatever familial strengths are 
en f1 end ered in the low-inc orne horne to hel p the chi Id bec orne an 
2 
effective learner. 
A~reement on the need for discipline is not always 
accompanied by a consensus as to method, This is as it should 
2-Ib , , lIbid. ~., p. 36. 
be because no method of discipline is equally effective witb 
all children. Powerful peer influences extend to affect 
pupil-teacher rapp art and classro om beh avior. Apparently the 
social values of low-income peer groups must be known if one 
is to use discipline that is primarily preventive of miscon­
duct, secondarily corrective and never retributive. In the 
final analysis, a teacher I a effectiveness is adversely 
affected if his understanding of student behavioral norms is 
not in direct relation to reality. It follows that to know 
1
tbe student better is to be a better teacher. 
In read ing and rna thematics an em ph asi s is needed on 
remedial instruction and diagnostics, not on determining h.ow 
poor a pupil is, but wbat difficulties preclude bis succeSE. 
Poor families cannot ini tially be expected to gain enthusiasm 
or insight througb lectures, organized meetings or other for­
mal activi ties tba t might demand unrealistic levels of scbolar­
ship and concentration. Instead they can be involved through 
visi ts to the home by their child I s teacher, individual con­
rerences ~t school, observation of classroom lessons and group 
discussion with other parents on problems related to child 
2development. 
Conant bas urged that every insti tution purporting to 
train teachers employ three or four clinical professors who, 
lIb' -J~.2:.S... , Pp. 40-41. 
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as competent scholars, spend at least balf their time teaching 
in their particular discipline and the remaining portion super­
vising, counseling, and conferring with student teachers as 
well as deciding on tbeir certification. l 
Concerning books of interest to teachers training in 
disadvantaged areas, Dr. Kenneth Clark's article, flEducational 
Stimulation of Racially Disadvantaged Youtb,fl analyzed Pat­
ricia Sexton's book, Education and Income, and James B. Con­
ant's book, Slums and Suburbs. 
Dr. Clark wrote: 
Dr. Sexton's analysis of the relationship between social 
and economic status and the quality of education provided 
for children in the public scbools of a northern urban 
community is a model of objective social science and educa­
tional research. The data presented by her demonstrate 
conclusively that curricula, educational standards, quality 
of teaching, educational facilities and materials and aca­
demic achievement of children are directly related to the 
socioeconomic status of the majority of children attending 
a particular school. 
She attempts to determine the specific role of a particu­
lar school on the average level of academic performance of 
the children in that scbool towards their children--particu­
larly if there is a marked class discrepancy between 
teachers and students; the expectations of these teachers 
and the effect of these expectations on the actual perform­
ance of their children: and the children's perspective of 
themselves, their teachers, and their school. This is 
relevant to find how children from depressed backgrounds 
. d' h' t 2caD be motivated for maXlmum aca emlC ac .18vemen • 
I.rames B. Conant, <rne Education of ilrnerican 'reachers 
(;\!ew York: r:jcGraw-Hill Book Company, 1%3), 275PP. 
2Sverett Keach, Robert Fulton, William Gardner, Educa­
tion and Social Crisis: Perspectives on l'eachinp: Disadva.nta;:-ed 
{outh---rN'ew'{ork: John ~;Jiley and Sons, Inc., lQ67), pp. 294-310. 
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Conant in Slums and Suburbs stated that half of the 
cbildren in deprived neighborhoods drop out of school in 
grades nine, ten, and eleven; the per pupil expenditure in 
depri ved schools is less than hali" the per pupil expendi ture 
in a privileged sebool; and that there are seventy profes­
s ionals per thoue and pupils in privileged scbools and forty 
or fewer professionals per thousand pupils in deprived 
1
schools. 
Dr. Clark acknowledged these facts as being relevant 
but went on to criticize Conant for his assumptions on black 
Americans .. 
Dr. Cla.rk wrote: 
Af'ter critical reading and analysis of this book one 
is appalled at the anachronistic assumptions of' the author .. 
The unmodified theme that runs througbout the book is that 
there are two types of human beings--those who can be edu­
cated and thoee who cannot be educated. Those who cannot 
be educated Ii ve in slums. And for the most part, those 
who live in slums lu'e Negroes and those who live in sub­
urbs are white. Children who live in the slums should be 
lJrovided \4ith practical, vocational-job-oriented-education 
and children .in the suburbs should be provided with that 
level of academic education which is appropriate to their 
level of intelligence. 
Conant dis cusses problems of contemporary education in 
terms of stat.ic assumptions and procedures of the past. 
This bJok may have been accepted in the first two decades 
of t~e hlsnt.ieth century, but it ca.nnot be taken seriously 
now. 
l.rames B. Conant, Slums and Suburbs (New York: i'1cGraw 
Hill Book Company, 1961), pp. 2-3. 
2Keach, FUlton, and Gardner, Q£. cit., p. 31C. 
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VI. TEACHER CORPS 
In order to get good teacbers for the poverty schools 
measures that have been suggested include: rotation of per­
sonnel, establishment of educational parks or plazas and pro­
grams designed to develop indigenous leadership. John 
Galbraith, Harvard University economist, bas recently proposed 
to ameliorate the situation by creating a national teacher 
corps composed of ten tbousand of the nation's best educators. 
These persons would be paid twelve thousand dollars per annum 
to wor'k in the urban and rural schools wbere urgent efforts 
1are needed. 
Now tbe Teacher Corps is a reality. It is a nationwide 
effort to improve educational opportunities for children from 
low income families by attracting able college graduates to a 
two- year program of profes sional training and service in pov­
arty area schools. The Teacher Corps training unit is the 
team--a ~roup of three to six inexperienced teacher-interns 
led by a veteran teacber from the scbool system. Tbe Teacher 
Corps team workS as a uni t part-time in the public scbool, 
part-time in the neighboring community, and pg.rt-time in stud,Y 
toward a Master's degree and teacher certification at a nearby 
cooperating university. Three-fourths of Corps teams are in 
1,Tohn l':enne th Galbraith, HArwo-p.Slrt ll.n8Wer to Poverty, II 
1J. S. News and l,vorld Report, LVI (.TlJne 22, 196Ld, 125'-129. 
~._.__ ~ ~_ !!t,... 
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elementary education. Corps teams serve in 124 school systems 
and study in rorty-nine university training centers in twenty­
eight states, Puerto Rico, and the District or Columbia. About 
half the school systems are in the cities and balf in small 
towns and rural areas. 
Some 1,900 men and women--350 experienced team leaders 
and 1,520 college graduates--work in 350 teams to develop 
their skills and their understanding of education of the dis­
advantaged. 
The veteran teachers are certified and usually have a 
M9ster's degree, and about five years experience. Teacher­
interns are college graduates, four-fifths of them with lib­
eral arts, business or science degrees. They receive provis­
ional certification when they enter the school system. 
Local school systems run Teacber Corps programs, in 
cJoperation with a nearby university, and with the approval 
of their State Department of Education and of Teacher Corps 
Ithshington. 
Since its inception in June, 1966, four-fifths of the 
universities working with Teacher Corps report they have 
developed special courses and/or procedures for training. 
Over half say these special courses have influenced other 
teacher training programs at their universities. A third 
indicate that Corps-developed CDurses are now oiven to other 
stUdents. University-school relations have become more 
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meaningrul as raculties have become more sensitive to local 
school needs through cooperating on Teacher Corps programs. 
'The Teacher Corps is a start. Host slum children will 
grow in proportion to the respect which the teachers have for 
them. At its best, teacher respect will be demonstrated by 
adapting instructional methods to fit pupil style, pace and 
learning type. By establishing an academic environment in 
which pupils can achieve, maintaining expectations that are 
realistic and using methods of evaluation that relate to per­
sonal growth, teachers can be more successful in low-income 
neiqhborhoods. 
VII. GUIDANCE 
An area of extreme importance in working with the dis­
advantaged student is in auidance. Children of the slum areas 
often have difficulty deciding what kind of work to prepare 
themselves for. In general, low-income parents lack cognizance 
of their child's ability and possess only a limited familiarity 
wi tb work types. The function of the guidance counselor is to 
indicate the three broad factors that enter the choice of a 
vocation: 
(a) A clear understandinr of oneself, and one's attributes, 
abilities, ambitio~s, reSDurces, limitations and 
their causes; 
IFact Sheet of reacher Corps, obtained at Drake Uni­

versity, June, 1969.
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(b)	 Knowledge of the requirements, conditions of success, 
advantages and compensations, opportunities and 
prospects in different lines of work, and 
( c )	 True reasoning of the relations of these two groups 
of factors. l 
If there were more guidance counselors available in 
elementary	 school, they might well serve as a preventive mental 
2health treatment. 
Clark Moustakas of Detroit's Merrill-Palmer Institute 
believed that children should be given the chance to bring 
their feelings out into the open in the classroom. The bene­
fits of such a program are: emotional release in a non-destruc­
tive way, students qet a deeper sense of tbemselves and others 
in the room including the teacher. Children learn that it is 
not shameful to have feelings of anger and fear. However, 
where real class teamwork has not been established, tbe kids 
who ~dmit they are afraid of something may never be allowed to 
forf'et it. 3 
Learning how to study is very important for a student~ 
he should not feel there is 8omethinr, wrong with him because 
it takes him a lana time to get down to work. Guidance people 
and teachers need to develop understanding of various styles of 
1e'irninp and the ways in which to relate study babi ts to these 
atyles. 4 
1,-"	 t S3 2Ibid .:)trom, QQ.. ~.,	 p. _ . 
3Dorothy Hich, fiLet the Kids Talk Out Their Feelings in 
Cla88?,1t Des jV)oines Tribune (April 11, 1969), p. 16. 
4n. . ... 't n 1 e 8 sman, Q.£. C l ., pp. 29-30. 
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One study d one in a large city in New England indicated 
that disadvantaged children do not necessarily have lower 
self-esteem than advantased youngsters. 
A comparatlve study was done of the self-perceptions 
of disadvantaged children with those of advantaged chil­
dren in grades four to eight of a New England city's 
elementary school system. The results from an analysis 
of variance design indicated more positive self-percep­
tions on all measures (self concept, ideal concept, 
reflected selr-teacher, reflected self-classmates, 
reflected self-parent) for disadvanta~ed children over 
advantaged children as a whole, for disadvantaged boys 
over advantaged boys, for advantaged girls over dis­
advantaged girls; and Qrade four over grade eight in 
both groups:l - ~-
VIII. CREATIVITY 
Riessman, talking about the language of deprived chil­
dren said: IfCreative word power is sbown in the language of 
gangs, that is: bop-to fight; bread-money; cool it-take it 
easy; dig-to understand; jazz-worthless talk; pad-room; 
ra.nk-to insult.,,2 
Disadvantaged children orten show their creativity in 
non-academic ways. One often observes children in deprived 
neighborhoods playing basketball by tying a fruit basket, with 
the bottom removed, to a fire escape. This requires a fair 
amoun t of c rea ti ve ingenuity. 3 
1Arlthony T. Soares and Louise 1'1. Soares, "Self-percep­
tions of e'll tu.rall~' Disadvantaged Children, It American Educa­
tion Research ,Journal, VI (January, 1969), 31. 
? ~ 
-Riessman, .2.£. cit., p. 75. --'Ibid., p. 60. 
The current emphasis on creativity in the schools stems 
from an expanded concept of mental functioning. It is no 
longer widely believed that memory, vocabulary, number fac­
ility, and general reasoning are the composite of men's 
abilities. Instead there is now rather general acceptance 
regarding the importance of the creative thinking abilities 
which include fluency, flexibility, originality, elaboration 
and redefinition. How divergence is handled in the classroom 
can affect development of the creative process. The way crea­
tive abilities of slum children are expressed has often been 
overlooked because their curiosity does not express itself in 
well-phrased query and they may have difficulties in putting 
.. 
their ideas down on paper.	 o
.. 
o 
Teachers can encourage creative thinking by respecting 
unusual questions and ideas, and by helping children develop 
powerful skills of inquiry--especially how to sustain, refine 
and test a hypothesis. Creative process is stimulated also 
when thinking is made a legitimate classroom activity, when 
periods of nonevaluative learning are permitted, when recog­
nition is ~iven to the fact that not all learning is expressed 
in verbal form, and when the teacher relationsbip to the pupil 
1is primarily one of support. 
lC'!t~) rom, OPe cit. ,
--"­
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IX. PARENTAL INVOLVm~ENT 
Unlike other h old era of' join t responsi bili ty :for human 
/welf'a.re, parent and teacher spend Ii ttle time together in 
mapping s trategiea, sharing information ana planning for a 
child's well-being, despite the fact that both bave a genuine 
interest in the child, are committed to bis development, and 
cla.im to seek the best help available where his welfare is 
concerned. 
At Michigan State University, researchers found that 
as self-concept of ability is altered, tbere tend to be cor­
responding changes in grades achieved. What makes this 1'e18­
vant to the present discussion 113 that in attempts to change 
pupil sel.f-concept (a) formal learning groups and information 
sessions, (b) group::md individual counseling, and (c) train­
ing parents to promote the improvement or cbild self view, 
ly the las t me th od r as u1 ted in a s i gnif'icant change as sh own 
by improved fU"''ldes. 'rheas findings indicating the importance 
of parental influence on self-concept seem to suggest that 
schools ml~ht well train parents how best to develop positive 
self-1m a at homa. MeetinQs of parents and teachers with 
this obj attve in mind would be more mss.ningfiJl than social 
1 
visits to the classroom once a year. 
T. S\1'ller, and A... f'rlterson, Self-c::mcsQt 
Achievement (New York: tTohn ~Hle:l and 
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Frank Riessman, writing about new careers for the poor, 
tOOK a positive position in proposing new jobs for which the 
poor and often parents in the slum community can be trained. 
More than two hundred thousand persons who have no for­
mal teaching credentials are now working with teachers in 
American classrooms. The roles, responsibilities, and regula­
tions concerning the employment of this rapidly growing class 
of paraprofessionals are major considerations of state depart­
ments of education. The National Education Association and the 
American Federation of Teachers, as well as their national and 
state-affiliated teacher organizations, are becoming deeply 
involved as new research reveals that the most important train­
ing need of teacher-members is how to work effectively with 
aides. 
AlthouEh thousands of schools have adopted the use of 
paraprofessionals to work both wi thin and wi thout the C1188­
rooms, few have made their employment a part of a career 
advancement system. Such a system should provide ~~ occupa­
tional track or tracks beginning with entry-level workers who 
lack formal education and training, and provide opportunities 
for step-by-step advancement. This requires that training be 
built into the employment situation. 
Te~cher aides hired from the community can bring into 
the scho0l system what the community wants in the way of edu­
cation. Ideally, they will not be trained by the system; they 
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will help to change it. 
Recent predictions are that by 1977 there will be one 
and half million teacher aides in the Uni ted States; there are 
nOlrJ about two hund red thous and. Recent reports from five 
states indicate that there has been distinct improvement of 
learning of children due to the employment of aides. This 
is true particularly where career-oriented programs allow 
aides to become teachers under a work-stUdy arrangement. 
The new aides must be involved in a career pattern. 
'rhey are not part-time volunteers; they are part of a powerful 
new consumer control. Often poor--not middle class--house­
wives, they are becoming rehabilitated, learning themselves 
through helping others. This new manpower, the indigenous 
p~raprofe8siona13, must be involved in providing new patterns 
. 1 
of instruction directed toward new educational goals.­
X. COl\/jJeIUNI TY INVOLVEFENT 
Ne\.J{ork, like many other cities, is developing programs 
to ~ive communities a larger share of the responsibility in 
determininc school policies. The Ford Foundation and the Uni­
ted Stated Office of Education bave helped to foster sucb 
efforts, and both the National Education Association and the 
American Federation of Teachers hqve endorsed the move toward 
community control. 
li" ran k l~ie8sman and Al'ln Chrtner, "New Careers, and Pupil L(~a.rninFt,!I Cal1forni'1 'I'eachers Association Journal, LXV (filarch, 
1969), 7-9. .. 
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As long as the school bureaucracies continue to frus­
trate black citizens in their hopes for better schools, the 
demands ror community control will increase in number and 
volume throughout the nation. Since most city school boards 
have been unable to make significant improvements, they will 
eventually yield to those demands. The effectiveness of the 
new structure will depend in large measure upon the amount 
of planning that accompanies the change, the flexibility of 
the new arrangement, and tbe cooperation of all of those 
involved--community residents, teachers, administrators, and 
- f ' t' 1boardS 0 eauca lone 
James Farmer in the National Education Association 
Reporter also emphasizes that communities should control their 
8chools. He calls for changes in the school curriculum, sug­
~e8ting the adding of teaching about black culture so that 
2black children can learn about themselves. 
The ethnic name t'Negro" wa2 the word used to identiry 
",. 1V • 'r" II.•chattel sl·qves. i~ega.r, lngra, nlgger, \egro . rbes e word s 
mean precisely the same--one with no source of origin, no 
country on the map be can locate as that of his ancestors. 
The year 1969 bas cu Iminated in black stud y prop-rams 
in many inner oi ty scbools. !IBlack l1 has taken the place of 
IHenry 1V;. Levin, UHhat's Ahead for City Schools?,11 
Parents [vl'wazine, )t:LII (May, 19S7), 4+. 
' 
2Jarnes J,l'lrmer, "Communities Should Control Their 
Sch:Jols," N'ltional r~ducation Association Reporter (F'ebruary 28, 
1969), p. 7. 
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1the word "Negro." 
Teachers at the Center for Inner City Studies in Chi­
cago study the social meaning of black dances. They put on 
a class project "Rapaodi in Black." 'rhe title is derived 
from "rap," ghetto word for "talk.,,2 
Today books for children, inclUding their school text­
books, are undergoing much needed change to satisfy the 
demands of black people everywhere for the teaching of their 
heritage. As teachers, black or white, they must educate them­
selves to the heritage of all people. If they fail to do so, 
they shortchange the very children who as leaders in a complex, 
multiethnic, and multiracial world, must someday assume the 
burden of answering the needs of all people. 
In teaching a unit on black culture students can study 
areas in art, music, literature, theatre, hi~tory, et cetera. 
fir an y b1 a c){ c hur che s have pic t ures a f a b1 ack Chr i stand 
a black Madonna. Let children speculate why this is 80. 
The Wall of Pride and the Wall of Respect being painted 
in cities allover America are crying out to all that there is 
hope in the midst of despair. Here is one's heritage. The 
people of tochy are proud and they know that their ancestral 
roots grow deep. 
lEdwina Johnson, "The Child in the Prestige Vacuum," 
Inte9rated Education, I, No.6 (December, 1963), 13. 
2DavicJ Llorens, "Rapsodi in BIJ1Ck," American Education 
(Wa:Jhin:tton: U. :3. Department of Health, Educ:ltion and l'!elfare, 
Office of Education, November, 1968). (A pamphlet.) 
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Music, using such instruments as gourds, horns, mar­
imbas and mllndolins, bas always played an important part in 
African cuI ture. Children can do research and make replicas 
of early African instruments in connection wi th a unit on 
Africa or the history of' communication or of music. 
Songs which might have been used following a success­
ful escape by black slaves were: "Free at Last," and "My 
Lord, \fJha t a Horning! II Children c auld be hel ped to locate 
other songs of this nature and compare them to the civil 
riQhts songs of today. 
In literature children could make a Proverb Scrapbook 
after studying African folklore, legends, proverbs, and 
riddles. 
Blacks like James Baldwin, Arna Bontemps, Paul Lawrence 
Dunb3.r, Gwendolyn Brooks, James "'tleldoo Johnson, Langston 
Hu~he8, Richard Wright, and Fredrick Douglass have been voices 
keeping alive the rich heri tage of the black man. The scbool 
book club could report on awards given to black authors and 
during NeQro History Week children may be given the oppor­
tunity to read bioITraphies and write reports on outstanding 
bllick Americans. 
Other activities include use of reference materi~ls, 
especially the encyclopedia, self-expression, group work in 
gathorin~ and or~anizing m3.terials, individualized reading, 
designing oY'iginal bulletin boards, mSlnorizing and reciting 
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poetry, writin~ original poems, listening to recordings and 
viewing ~ilms and many others that will motivate and enricb 
1 
the teaching o~ this unit. 
AlonQ with tbe teaching of black studies comes the 
issue o~ busing to eliminate de facto segregation and achieve 
equal educational opportunity for blacks as well as wbites. 
For the purposes of this paper "busing" will be limited 
to th 0 se pr og rams wh i ch transport ghetto youth into essentially 
white schools and place them in classes where they are a clear-
cut minority (less than 25 per cent of the total class). 
The assumptions have to do with styles of learning, 
reinforcement, level of expectations and modeling. In brief, 
the !1hetto child enters school l4itb a llstyle of learning" that 
does not generally facilitate school success. Because of the 
homogeneity of the ~hetto school this style or pattern is 
reinforced by the 1eneral popul~tion and eventually the expecta­
tion is th~t this pattern will persist and dominate. In con­
trast, when the ghetto child is placed in a suburban school, 
his crystallized pattern is confronted .4ith new situations and 
reactions. There is a tendency for the pattern to become less 
stable because of' different response sets and different expecta­
tions. It is felt that the characteristics of the majority of 
the pupils in a classroom are a po'<Jerful determinant of 
lDolores Cooper, i"l'he I\Jegro and Our eLll tural Environ­
ment," The Instructor, LXGX (August - September, l06g), 67-71. 
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individual pupil behavior and of teacher interaction, includ­
ing teacher expectation. Viewed in this light busing consti­
tutes a frontal attack upon two highly-valued educational 
myths: the neighborhood school and homogeneous grouping. 
Par most ci ties (and this obviously does not include 
cities like Washington, D.C., or New York) the problem which 
inhibits large-scale busing is not lack of suburban classrooms 
or lack of funds, but rather it is the political obstacle. Tbe 
issue is not often "can it be done?"; rather it is usually lldoes 
one really want to do it?" 
Perhaps the most striking element is the consistently 
favorable response from all who have been associated with these 
prDjects: educators, pupils, Negro parents, research personnel 
and to a large extent, white parents. Opposition tends to come 
from sources, varied as they be (from white conservative news­
paper columnists to black militant leaders), who have had 
llittle, if any, direct contact with the program. 
However, one year later, a different opinion is beard. 
Only a few years ago, busing was being hailed by civil 
riphts leaders as the ffilswer to Northern-style segregation--the 
so-called fide facto" segreilation that occurs when children liv­
ing in all-black or all-white neighborhoods attend neighborhood 
schools. 
lThomas \1. Iela.han, t'rrhe 3using of Students for ~;;qua.l 
Opportunities," Journal of' :{er:ro Education, XXXVII, NJ. 3 
(Summer, 1968), 291-299. 
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Among civil-rights leaders, educators, and Negroes 
themselves, doubts are growing about the value of busing 
either as a method of integration or as a method of improv­
ing education. Interest is growing in a different idea--that 
Negroes may benefit more from an improvement of schools in 
their own neighborhoods than they do from being bused into 
wbite schools. 
All this does not mean that busing is not working or 
is being abandoned as a way of integration. In a number of 
smaller cities, where black pupils are a minority, businQ has 
worked l,ri th considerable success in what educators call Itracial 
balance. It 
It is in larger cities or in cities with big proportions 
of Negroes in the schools that busing encounters its greatest 
pr:Jblems. 
New York City has spent three million dollars a year on 
busin~ alone far the past twelve years and has had more tur­
moil than success. Chicago has insisted on maintaining tbe 
neiQhborhood school. In California opposition ta compulsory 
busin~ for integration is mounting steadily as in Denver and 
'r' ·h' .T·nmen .F'arme·r, Cl'vil Rights Leader and now assistanth 1 C J 1 rz an . 'aL" '" --e 
secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, also has changed 
1 
his mind about the value of busing. 
1 tl~Jhy School FJ,using Is in Trouble, fl U. S, Nei-TS and i-Jorld 
Report, LXVII (October 13, 1969), 13-15. 
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So, as yet there is no clear-cut solution on how to 
achieve racial balance or integration of all-white or '111­
black schools. 
XI. PHOGRAl'1S POR THE DISADVAN'rAGED STUDENT 
In compensatory education tbe program's particular 
emphasis is on preventing and salvaging of school dropouts 
and preparing for school through pre-school programs. 
1. Project Headstart. It is tbe largest compensatory 
program SD far; it is nationwide and has served over one mil­
lion children. Its broadbased program is designed to take 
children immediately preceding school entrance through a pro­
gram of educational, medical and social service to better pre­
pare for primary school. Gains are reflected by higber 
academic performance levels by Headstart children th~D by 
children not served. The persistence of gains made by these 
children, however, is not consistent. 
SUbjectively accessed changes in social-emotional matur­
ation and in general readiness to benefit from the formal 
lS'1rninf? experiences of the primary school are more universally 
reported and are perceived by teachers as being more persistent. 
~owevBr, the long term impact of Headstart as an antidote to 
the destructive influence of poverty and inferior stat~s on 
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educational and social development is yet to be established. l 
2. Title I and Title III Projects. A second category 
of program is that which has been developed with the support 
from Title I and III of the Elementary and Secondary Education 
Act. With even more diversity with respect to program ele­
ments and quality than is true of Project Headstart, the 
Title I program in particular, has been directed at improving 
the capabilities of the schools, in areas where disadvantaged 
children are concentrated. The legislation and regulations 
give the states and school systems wide degrees of freedom 
to develop pro~rams and resources directed at the needs of 
poor children. Practically all the fifty states have done 
something under ODe or both of these titles. 
Reports OD these efforts are available for 1965 and 
1966. The review of this data is not encouraging. The 
reports indicate that: 
In	 most instances money was made available in such 
haste that the quality of planning and development 
of programs was severely limited. . 
(2 ) Many pro~rams bave been operative for too brlef a 
period to be effectively evaluated. 
( 3 ) Many programs were funded at levels insufficient to 
meet the requirements necesslry to do an adequate 
job.
Eo 2 t proD'rams could not fi nd '3.deq u9. te 9.nd appr opri ate 
personnel to mount major efforts. 
ll~dmund vI. Gordon and Adel9.ide ,Tablons\{y, "Compensatory 
_~dUC(ition in the t~qlJalization.of Educational opportun~~{, f! 
Journa.l of I\)ec;rra J:£ducation, X'()(\TIl, No.3 (Summer, 1(08), 270. 
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Most programs were unable to report appreciable 
improvement in academic achievement for the 
target populations. 
(6 ) Most programs tended to increase the quantity of 
services available without any subst~ntive change 
in content and quality.! 
Among programs reporting positive findings, the tendency 
was toward improved morale, higher teacher expectation, 
improved staff-perceived climates for learning, improved attend­
ance, and reduced school dropout rates. These gains are not to 
be demeaned; but the development of compensatory education under 
support from Titles I and III has not yet resulted in a major 
change in the schools' success patterns with children from di8­
2
advantaged backgrounds. 
3. Upward Bound Program. Upward Bound is a national 
program designed to assist and increase the number of disad­
vantaaed youth who enroll in some sort of post-secondary educa­
tiOD. The proQram's primary focus is on developing interest 
in tli~hi"lr educ'ltion among ten th IDd eleventh grade pupils from 
poor families. Starting in 1965 and continuing in 1966 the 
program was expanded to include 220 colleges, and universities. 
r'he nurnber of students increased from two thousand to t\.'1/'enty 
tholJsand in one year. Data from six of the orirzinal programs 
indic~te that 80 per cent of students enrolled continued their 
education, 78 per cent of the students entered college compared 
lIbid. 
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to the 8 per cent who normally would have gone to college. 
Data on college retention rates show that the dropout rate 
for Upward Bound youth in college is the same rate as for 
l
all other college youth. 
4· School Dropout Programs. In the early 1960's con­
siderable national attention was directed at the problems of 
the school dropout. In the summer of 1963 President Kennedy 
set into motion a larQe scale national campaign focused on 
sixty-three of the larger cities in the country. Almost sixty 
thousand young people were contacted in that initial effort. 
Other projects have started on that crash program. 
Data on the initial effort in 1963 indicate that 52 per 
cent of the youth contacted actually returned to formal school 
affiliations. A review of the nation's attempt at doing this 
indicates that money and resources are seldom sufficiently 
2
concentrated to achieve the obvious goal. 
5. Banneker Project of St. Louis, Missouri. ltOperation 
I'!Jo ti va tion" was ini tia ted in the Banneker School Dis tric t of 
St. Louis, Missouri, in 1957, under the direction of Dr. Samuel 
:3hepard. ry1 he pror"ram is an attempt to raise the academic 
achievement of children in kindergarten through eighth grades 
by concentrating on attitude chllll~e on the part of teachers, 
pupils and parents rather than through s pacific curriculum 
mod:ific'ltion. 
1 1b' " 2 I bi d • 1 (j • , p. 271. 
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The Banneker Project attempted to appeal directly to 
the sense of pride and competitive spirit of the pupils. l 
Te~chers were encouraged to give pupils a sense of the 
direct relation between present day school work and future 
employment, to "quit teaching by LQ••••quit their atti­
tudes of condescension ..• assign homework .•• and visit the 
homes of the parents. rr }Jleetings were held with parents at 
which they were persuaded to look forward to a better future 
for their childre~ to inspire their children to regard school 
as the best means of self-fulfillment and upward mobility. 
In the evaillation of the Banneker Project, student per­
formance was compared with national norms and with norms found 
in other nearly all-Negro and all-white schools. When compared 
with other all-Negro schools, the Banneker School's academic 
standinp showed no advance during the Project years. In 1965­
66 the position of the Banneker schools relative to nearly all­
tolhite schools remained inferior. In looking at more than aca­
demic achievement test scores, Dr. Sbepard has reported tbat 
the children have been more interested in school, have been 
better behaved, and have had better attendance, that teachers 
have been workin~ harder, and tbat there has been excellent 
2
cooperation from parents. 
6. Nore Effec ti ve Sch ools Program of Netol York, New 
York. This program was initiated in 1964 in ten New York City 
1 I'01. d" • I p. 272. 2 Ibid ., p. 273. 
elementary schools and expanded in September, 1965, to include 
eleven additional city schools. The Program was intended to 
create basic chanfSes in curriculum, personnel, scbool plant 
and organization and school-community relations. Specific 
program elements were to include provision of teacher special­
ists, team teaching, reduced class size, heterogeneous groupin 
and intensive work with parents and community. 
Despite these organizational changes, "little has hap­
pened in the way of innovation or restructuring in the basic 
teaching process." 
On the basis of standardized tests and classroom obser­
vations, children in some More Effective Schools made signifi­
cant achievement gains over children in designated control 
schools and in other specific service schools. In general, 
reading retardation was reduced in More Effective Schools 
more so than in control schools. 
In addition to measured cognitive gains ~ clear sense 
of "enthusiasm, interest, and hopeI! has been reported among 
administrative staff and teaching faculty as well as parents 
1 
and community in general. 
? Higher Horizons Program of New York, New York. 
Higher Horizons was begun in 1959 to serve t\velve thousand 
children from thirty-one elementary schools and thirteen 
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junior high schools, and was expanded in 1962 to include sixty-
four
-
thousand children. ~he~ maj or purpose f0 H' h19 er H .orlzons 
was to develop techniques for the identification, motivation, 
enrichment, and education of the culturally disadvantaged 
children and to perfect means for stimulatinp'
c 
them and their 
families to pursue higher educational and vocational goals. The 
foci of the program were intensive individual and group counsel­
ing, cultural and occupational experiences, remedial services, 
and parent education. Several hundred specialized personnel 
were added to the staffs of the project schools. The extra 
teachers were used as curriculum assistants, teacher training 
specialists, or subject matter (particularly reading) special­
iats; each teacher was expected to spend a good part of his 
time on parent and community education, cultural activities 
and in-service training, as well as on curriculum improvement 
and remedial work. 
Evaluation reported that there were no signific~~t dif­
ferences between Higher Horizons and control group children on 
readin[7 a...cYJd ari thmetic achievement, ratings on school atti­
' If··e and educational-vocational aspirations.t ud e s, s e -lmag,' , 
Despite these disappointing results, the professional staff 
in the praRram were observed to be favorably disposed to the 
-
p rag ram. They felt th~t it was most successful in providing 
cuI tural opportuni ties and extra remedial guidance services 
and that its least effect was on students l beh~vior, study 
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babits, and educational gOals. 1 
Dorsey Baynham reported on "Great Cities Projects fl in 
St. Louis, Milwaukee, San Francisco. Washl·n~to'n, D C Cl ve 
, r:: •• , e ­
land, Pittsburgh, Philadelpbia and Chicago. 2 
Dr. Engelmann, senior education specialist at the 
Bureau of Educational Research at the University of Illinois, 
has an experiment with disadvantaged children which is highly 
structured in emphasis on language and work with numbers; the 
teacher carefully spells out each step and repeats as often 
as necessary, until every child is "turned on," confident that 
he can learn. The program is structured "so tbat children 
don't make mistakes. 1f 1A1'ben the fear of failure is eliminated, 
children find the fun of learning. In small classes of three 
to seven children the accent is on reading, arithmetic and 
language. These subjects, critical to academic success, are 
3
usually failed by disadvantaged children. 
Another important project is a comprehensive experi­
mental pro~ram of community refurbishing in depth, designed 
by the Ecumenical Institute and located on Chicago's blighted 
West Side. This Fifth City Project is divided into two major 
offensives. One is tbe Center for Urban Education which aims 
1Ibid., p. 275. 
2Dorsey Baynbam, "rhe Great Ci ties Projects, If rfEA 
Journal, LII (April, 1963), 19-20. 
~S" i' i -" F''''rtelmann, "Teachin[! Children Who Couldn I t
" lEHr r 8u,tiJ,_ - (T I 't 10r,-,\ I':> If 
Be '['ilupht,!1 'l1hink jVJagazine, XUY dl Y - AoguS·, ,0';/;, L- o. 
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at altering the individual and communal images of the citizenry 
through direct attitudinal education. The other is the experi­
mental community project which is designed to formulate fresb 
external structures and internal dynamics adequate to the 
1
urban sociology of the time. 
Columbi~ Public Grade Scbool in Portland, Oregon bas an 
unusual teaching experiment started three years ago called 
GROW (Growth, Research, Organization, Work); it is based on 
the theory that children learn more easily from practical 
2
application than from the abstract. 
Most schools in disadvantaged areas are now experimenting 
on which programs and ideas meet their needs best. 
Since there was so little research on which special pro­
jects for the disadvantaged were based and a lack of any built-
in funding for research and evaluation, Project AWARE was 
started and supported by the United States Office of Economic 
Opportunity and tbe United States Office of Education. 
To meet the expressed consumer needs, Project AWARE made 
two major recommendations: 
( 1 )	 Tha t there be more experimentation and research in the 
development and testing of new strategies, techniques, 
and materials tbat have particular relevance to teach­
ing the disadvantaged. 
lrtFifth City Project, If Ecumenical I~stitLlt? of C~urch 
Federation of Greater Chicaro, A Proposal In OutlIne, 1;68. 
LIV}ary	 "h "'h"d renove, _"__').Phraner Warren, nTh e :::;c 001 v 1 ... L H'T'bis. 
Week Magazine (March 16, 1969), 14-15. 
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(2)	 That there be more action research and evaluation 
with reS?8ct to experiential learnings by teachers 
of the dlsadvantaged under sensitive and creative 
supervision. l 
Both the director of an institute for teachers of the 
poor and disadvantaged and the teacher in the classroom are 
pressed to act. The director is funded to improve and upgrade 
teaching behavior; and the teacher must interact with the live 
learner (or nonlearner) himself, in an effort to fet him to 
stay in school and to achieve. 2 
XI I • SUIlTIlf ARY 
A Review of the Literature established the evidence 
that there is a need for a relevant curriculum, effective 
teachers, and programs in order to assist the disadvantaged 
child in learning. With improved teacher education the child 
can be motivated in learning if the school, parents, and 
community work together and stress the importance of educa­
tion for success in life. 
In conclusion, the expansion of educational oppor­
tunities would rescue many of the children from the fate of 
poverty and insure the vitality and continued economic qrowth 
of society. The cost of educ~tion is an investment in the 
IVJilli am C. KV9.raceus, "Programs for the DisadvantaRed: 
Promise or Pretense?, fl National Elementary Principal, XLV 
(Pebruary, 1966), 59-64. 
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future. Every child has a basic right to as much high­
quality education and training as he desires and can 
absorb--from pre-school to graduate school. 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF' DATA AND OBSERVATIONS 
To obtain the data necessary for this investigation 
a questionnaire was devised for teachers and principals 
involved in educating the disadvantaged children. The ques­
tionnaire was __ to one teacher, in one of the desgiven gra 
first through fourth, and each of the four building prin­
cipals in both the Des Moines and St. Louis' Banneker 
District area--a total of sixteen questionnaires was dis­
tributed. All of the questionnaires were returned, making a 
response of 100 per cent. 
To supplement and strengthen the validity of the data 
obtained through questionnaire, the writer observed each 
teacher in the classroom in the grades where the questionnaire 
was distributed and further clarification of the information 
with each of the principals concerned. To aid the observation 
th e wri te 1"' use d a tape rec order and a check-li s t cons is ting of 
three parts: (1) the teacher's techniques in instructing the 
disadvllntaged children, (2) the teacher's material or contents 
used in the instructional program, and (J) the teacher's inter­
est shown through the interpersonal climate of the classroom. 
Because of the great importance of pre-school education 
for the disadvantaged child, Headstart, Follow-Through, 
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Montessori classes and special programs at various schools 
concerned with language and reading clinics, including the 
Teacher Corps were also observed. 
In the rollowing pages data concerning Des Moines and 
the St. Louis' Banneker District are presented separately 
and will rollow the order of the questionnaire. The validated 
questionnaire will be round in the Appendix. At the end of 
discussion of data for each area some observations obtained 
throu~h check-list are presented. 
I. QUESTIONNAIRE-RESPONSE FROM THE
 
DES MOINES SCHOOL SYSTEM
 
To the question, "What is being done within the class­
rooms of this particular building so that the disadvantaged 
chi Id doe s no t cons tan tl y experienc e fai lure?" the De s Hoines 
teachers stated, 
The pace is adjusted in the reading and over-all 
curriculum program, there is small-group tutoring, 
efforts are made to find areas in which each child 
can achieve success, and Language and Reading Clinics 
are available for children who need special help in 
those areas. 
In response to the same question the principals stated: 
There are more child-study conferences, staff work on 
mental health in the classroom, reduction of class size, 
more emphasis on individualized instruction, and some 
team teaching by Teacher Corps working against the failure 
syndrome. 
The most prevalent criterion used by 75 per cent of the 
teachers in grouping for instruction was found to be test 
--- --
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performance (daily), individual help and academic achievement 
and none used intelligence quotient (I.Q.). Only one teacher 
indicated academic achievement as the basis for grouping. All 
the four principals indicated chronological age and academic 
achievement, chronological age, academic achievement and inter­
ests of pupil, heterogeneous grouping and at the end of kinder­
garten according to reading needs, respectively. 
In response to whether the teachers and principals 
thought that their grouping pattern had changed in recent 
'"-' 
years, 50 per cent of each group indicated that it has been 
changing considerably as they gain more experience with the 
teaching of the disadvantaged children; 25 per cent did not 
make any comments and 25 per cent thought it had not changed 
at all. 
From data compiled from the teachers and principals 
concerning the methods of discipline it was very clear that 
the parent-teacher conference was found to be the most popular 
method as a first step to correct the child. Other methods 
used for repeated misbehavior were: pupil-teacher conference, 
isolation, child-study program and remov9.1 of the child to the 
home by parental direction. The respondents were quick to 
point out when isolation as a method of discipline was used, 
it was only for a brief period of time. 
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In response to the question, "Do you, or does your 
school, rrequently employ methods which have a strong sensory­
motor orientation (that is, role-playing)?l1 the response was 
given positive by a small percentage of the sample (one 
teacher and two principals), while the majority did not USB 
role-playing. Among those who responded positively some of 
the comments concerning this teacbing technique were: !lSome 
is done in the kindergarten but not enough, some teachers are 
exploring this area a great deal ll and one administrator added, 
"rol e playing is one of our ob je cti ves . II 
The method of reporting pupil progress has not changed 
for disadvantaged areas in Des Moines. In grades one through 
three progress is reported during Parent-teacher Conferences 
and Report Cards indicating: Excellent, Satisractory, Improv­
ing, Needs Improvement and Unsatisfactory. In grades four 
throu~h six pro~ress is reported through Parent-teacher 000­
,- - ~ 
fereneBS and Report Cards rating the skill in a particular 
qrea with numbers one through five. 
Data from the eight respondents to the que8tion about 
having a formal ~uidance program in their schools was worth 
notin~. All the principals indicated they do bave a formal 
puidance propram while only one teacher was aware of it. Evi­
dently, the teachers were not as familiar Hitb tbe pr02rfU'l as 
the administrators. The comments from all the principals were: 
!l'rhe p s yc 1:1 oloi< is t d 08 S teg tinfl and counseling approximate1y tt40 
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half-days per week plus the school social worker does indi­
vidual and group counseling and visits the homes. !I 'Two 
scnDols with Headstart and Follow-Through programs have a 
home-school worker who helps keep the lines of communication 
open between the home and the school. 
Responses concerning whether the reading texts had 
been selected specifically for the disadvantaged child indi­
cated that all the principals but one did not have any specific 
textbooks selected for the disadvantaged child. The explana­
tioD offered was that it was more important to have a program 
af language development than reading a text; reference was 
made to the fact that texts were multi-ethnic and that less 
material was covered in reading in disadvantaged areas because 
they did not use the phonetic keys reading book. 
Reading material using "hip\! lan;:!l1age had not been used 
in any school reading programs--only a few knew of this read­
ing material. To the question, "Is 'hip' material useful as 
a me'll1S of interesting students in reading?!! the response \..fas, 
naturally, overwhelmingly negative. Considering tbe unfamil­
i~rity of tbe Des Moines schools' principals and teachers with 
'hip' materi9.l, it is not surprising that so many were in doubt 
as to ~Jhether it w:)uld serve a useful function. Comments 
lilt would be motivation for older students" to:r'9,n Cl'ed from: 
I have not seen much mqterial that is very he~pfuI: 
I am not familiar enough t",ith it and "hip" materl'11 
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cbxnges too rapidly from moment to moment and area to 
area. The llgeneration gapll becomes greater when 
teachers try to be the 1'ollowers of what is "hip"; 
awareness is useful in attitude, not material. 
Eo the question, IlHow would you modify the reading pro­
"Sram for th ose chi Idren that are disadvantaged as compared to 
those tha t are mentally retarded (1. Q. below 75)?1I comments 
from the Des Moines teachers were to individualize the reading 
program and have smaller groups in order to prevent the failure 
syndrome fram becaming a babi t and ta empbasize discussion and 
oral wark in reading (word meaning and use) because cbildren 
get barged da\~ in written materials. Other ideas were to 
use experience charts for vocabulary and stories and let 
teachers select reading books to fit tbe groups in tbeir room 
and not make m~datory tbe reading of a basal series. 
Principals from Des Moines bad these suggestions to 
the ab ave que s ti on: both gro ups s bo uld have a language pro­
gra.m but techniques of development of the program and teach-
in!? of it wulJld differ, also oral work and individualization 
'.fere emphasized. 
Concerning whether the school or the teacher bad any 
speci'll method of developinE language skills in the st\Jdent~, 
the response was almost 100 per cent in the affirmative. 
Comments made, in this regard, pertained to a strong emphasis 
ver,a prac t ' cr-'ea' tive writint2', ,'lOrd analysis skills,on t 1 lce, 
'ld' ~ tec·hnl'qLles and using the tape recorder,voca bu1 ary bUl ln~ . ­
puppetry and dramatizations. 
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The audio-visual equipment widely used were:. movie 
projector, slide projector, overhead projector, opaque pro­
jector, record player, television, tape-recorder, filmstrips, 
teaching machines, carrels with listening stations and fl1 
radio. Those schools with reading programs and language arts 
clinics have specialized equipment such as Tachistoscope X, 
Control Reader, Craig Readers and Flip-top. 
The data pertaining to audio-visual equipment and the 
frequency of use by the teachers show that the movie projector 
is in use as much as three times per week; slide projector 
once per week; the overhead projector three times per week, 
the opaque projector once per week; the record player five 
times per week; the television five times a week by all four 
teachers. The tape recorder is utilized at least once per 
week; the filmstrips twice a week; the teachine machines ~nd 
listening stations were not mentioned as being used at all by 
the teachers in those schools that have them. These data 
would, however, fluctuate from week to week according to the 
needs of the class and the subject matter being taught. 
A comment made by one teacher in a crowded two-story 
buildin~ was that the equipment was too limited for the number 
o f rooms, SlZ8,bUl'ldino._c and inconvenience of floors. She. of 
staterl that if possible she would use an overhead projector 
daily, for there are endless ideas in the use of transparencies 
for moti vatinc! stud en ts. 
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To the question, "Does your reading program for the 
disadvantaged student differ from that offered the child in 
the 'average' classroom?" three principals thought that it 
was different while only two teachers responded in the affirma­
tive. Those who answered in the affirmative were asked how tbe 
program differed. The majori ty of' them indicated the differ­
ence being due to more oral work, different textbooks and in 
some cases the use of workbooks. In one case tbe difference 
is due to the absence of pbonetic keys reading text, whereas 
in the re7.ular classroom a dual series was used and there was 
access to special reading techniques through tbe Reading Clinic. 
There was a contradiction between principal and teacher 
from the same school concerning tbe use of workbooks for tbe 
di s 'ldvan ta!7ed cb i 10 in the reading program. The principal 
emphatically stated that workbooks were not used in the read­
ing improvemen t pro!?ram and the teacher indicated they ,.Jere. 
To the question, HDoes your school have teaching 
machines for individualized instruction?" two principals indi­
c9ted they bllve tbe tsachinp macbines loYnere'::lS only one teacher 
was aware of its existence. Thus only one positive response 
among the teachers indicated that tbe teaching machines were 
not widely used except in the Reading Clinic. 
"·1 "nd' ....{~ per cen t of tbe teache rs1 the prInCIpe 9 ~ ~Al 
responded that reading vocabulary is usually developed around 
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the experiences of the child. Comments were that development 
of the vocabulary is left to individual teachers; so tbe writer 
feels that the teachers' responses would give the best indica­
tion of whether the reading vocabulary is truly developed 
around the experiences of the cbild. 
Data concernin~ whether tbere were any extracurricular 
after-school programs within the building elicited a positive 
response from 75 per cent of both tbe groups. Programs men­
tioned were: cbess, stamp and science clubs, intramural gym-­
volleyball and battleball; scouts, model (cars, planes) club 
for boys and good grooming club for girls. Tentative plans 
for one school include opening the library for the evening 
hours or during the summer ~nd occasionally showing films 
durin9 this time. 
To the question, "Do you have any provision for older 
children helping younger students as a means of increasing tbeir 
own skill and motivation for learning?" two of the principal~ 
thought they had such a provision, whereas all the teachers 
responded in tbe negative. 
In data concerninq whether parents of students are used 
in duties as teacher-aide or assistant a basic contradiction is 
observed: the principals responded that parents were used in 
duties '18 teacher-aides \.J'hile the teachers responded 100 per 
cent in the negative. This may imply that the teachers were 
un:H,rare of this or the means of staffing of some of the ?ederal 
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programs. The comments from the principals were that parents 
are used in Headstart and Follow-Through programs and New 
Careers program; the latter is aimed at an education-work pro­
gram which will later result in the parent becoming a teacher 
wi th a degree. 
The data obtained indicate that some services which 
teachers received from other school personnel or agencies were 
Ancillary Services, Social Helfare, Health Clinic, Child Guid­
ance and Psychological Testing. 
The question "Do you have any program of team teaching?tl 
received a 50 per cent response from both the groups. Comments 
were that in two schools in Des Moines team teaching was called 
co-operative teaching. One description was of three second 
~rades in one room and teachers together would expand on con­
cepts in science and language. Other responses were that it 
is done on a trial basis where teachers wish to try and also 
the Teacher Corps program works with the homeroom teacher in 
developing a unit (that is, Negro History). 
The question whether the environment of the school is 
conducive to innovations elicited 100 per cent positive 
res anse from the teachers. Comments were that teachers are 
encouraged to try new methods and use teaching machines: one 
administrator indicated that the scho81 is willing to try 
innova tiona tha t are shown to have potential toJi thin 9.nd wi thou t 
the curriculum structure. 
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Concerning the ratio of teacher to student for those 
teachers answering the questionnaire the responses ranged 
from fifteen to twenty-three--and an average of approximately 
eighteen. Concerning the average ratio of teacher to student 
for the building, the principals answering the questionnaire 
have a range ~s reported above. Keeping in mind that the 
teachers responding have self-contained classrooms, it can 
be seen that there has been a reduced pupil-teacher ratio 
over the past few years. Also, the number of pupils each 
teacher has is in close correlation to the average reported 
for each teacher in the building. 
The following data are from the four principals only. 
To the question, "Has there been a greater concern in 
your school in recent years for compensatory education?" the 
response was 100 per cent positive. Comments were that new 
prof1rams and efforts consisted of language arts, reading 
clinic, Headstart, Follow-Through and having a social worker. 
Data compiled concerning the percentage of children
 
1,,,rho came throurzh pre-school programs indicate a range from
 
( t to o~~ pAr CAnt, with an average of 25 per cent.

-' per cen, , / -- ~
 
The 8chool with 65 per cent of the children who had gone
 
' 1'1 1'1 1 ha".!=!. h,ad a. pre-school pro;:r.,r'lm connected
t nroug, pre-se ,00 - '
 
\"'i th the 8ch Dol for three and one-half years.
 
. wh.. et l 1er there "Jere any in-
Data obtained eoncernlD2 ' I 
. ~\Tl'ce tforkshoo,. s for teachers to
sorvice meetlnrs or pre-sel ­ W 
help them in meeting the needs of the disadv~Dtaged students 
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indicate a 100 per cent positive response for both in~service 
meetings and pre-service worksbops. One school mentioned that 
it bad pre-service workshops for two years but it did not 
always get all the teachers in it that needed it; Headstart 
,qnd Follow-Through Programs are a vital part of the workshop. 
Another school indicated it had a Sensitivity Program the 
past two summers for teachers to learn about racially differ­
ent children. 
All four principals indicated that they encouraged 
teachers visiting tbe homes of their pupils. One principal 
indicated that the Title I program provides for three days 
a year released time for two teacbers to visit the homes of 
pupils. 
'rhe college courses or itwrkshops tbat were recommended 
as helpful for teachers preparing to work in disadvantaged 
areas were: Urban}eog raph y, Economics of Poverty~ Work in 
Community Centers, Aides or Student Teachers in Slum Schools, 
TTuman Rel'l ti ons, the Dis advantar:ed Child and Involving the 
Parents in the School. 
In mentioning any programs which have benefited dis­
advanta~ed children in their school tbe principals responded 
with pro~rams like Reading Clinic, Language Arts Program, Head­
start, ~ollow-Through in kinder?arten, first and second grade, 
Clubs and After-school Programs for Soci'll Attitudes, 
Assemblies, Student Committees (similar to Student Council), 
Teacher Corps and Vis ta, 2)ens i tivi ty Pro2rams, Cl as s Red uc­
ti on, Summer Pre-school, Heading Improvement and Social 
Worker. 
The following information is obtained througb observa­
tion of the teacher and the classroom during the visits to 
the school. 
About SO per cent of the teachers used the technique 
of p upi 1 parti ci pa tion and the 88 8 ame teachers had good !l con­
trol l1 of the cl'3.sS and the reverse was the case where pupil 
response was not elicited. In the questionnaire the teachers 
indicated they used the audio-visual equipment overwhelmingly; 
the writer observed the actual use by half of the teachers. 
About teacher1s materials or content used in the 
instructional proaram it was observed th~t all the teacbers 
Jsed a variety of materials to provide for diverse interests 
and abilities; 65 per cent used "ex tra l1 activities for spare 
time: only one teacher observed used materials related to 
:ninority rroups. 
Teachers' interest shown througb the interpersonal 
clim~te of the classroom was observed in the attractively 
~rranged classrooms in all cases. Most of the teachers were 
flexible to the needs and interests of sturlents: were sensitive 
to the problems of the dis'ldvantaged child and a\..rare of the 
~1° the ~,·l·.~~clJvLl.ntaqed child and showed enthusia8~ ins t renp'ths v " -:>. 
teaching. 
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II.	 ~~SSTIONNAIRE-RESPONSEFROM ST. LOUIS 
SCHOOLS' BANN'~KER DISTRICT 
'rn the question, .IT:.fuat is being done within the class­
rooms of this particular building so that the disadvantaged 
child does not constantly experience failure?" the Banneker 
District teachers stated: 
Children work at their own speed and in small groups 
for individualized instruction; there is flexible group­
ing and the room is ungraded; also there is an attempt 
at homogeneous grouping which will allow students to 
better compete in a class-room situation. 
In response to the same question the principals ind1­
cated: 
There is ungraded, primary organization; the teacher 
ma~es the child feel that he is a member of the school 
community; one principql suggested these four points: 
(1) help teachers t:J understand the disadvantaged child's 
need for success, (2) group according to pupils' needs 
after diagnosis, (3) use appropriate instructional material, 
and (4) vary instructional techniques--audio-visual, 80cio­
drama and role-playing. 
The criteria as rated by principals in grouping for 
instruction were basically found to be the same as in the 
Des Iijoines School; however, 50 per cent used chronological 
'lilA and academic acf:ievement; teacher judgment overriding all 
other considerations. 
A majority of both groups indicated that their ~rouping 
pa.t.tern h'1d changed in recent years .rne direction of change 
is toward beterogeneous grouping in each grade and level--the 
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new ~nd improved diagnostic techniques have better enabled tbe 
teacher and the administrator to meet the needs of tbe indi­
vidual student; enrichment classes have been organized for 
faster learners; an adjusted program bas been instituted for 
slower learners EMH (Binet forty-eight to seventy-eight); 
sma.ller and more flexible groups with student helpers have been 
used. 
Data compiled from the teachers and principals concerning 
the methods of discipline used for children who disturb the 
order in the classroom point out 50 per cent of the principals 
indicated no single method, implying all methods were at their 
disposal. The methods used by teachers did not vary signifi­
cantly from tbose used by the Des Moines School teachers. 
Comments indicated tbat very often a change in teacber bebavior 
and attitudes is necessary and tbat corporal punishment is also 
used. Emphasis is placed on planninq ahead, anticipating dis­
cipline problems and BstablishinQ' an atmosphere conducive to 
desired behavior patterns. 
In contrast to the Des Haines Scbools, Ba...'1neker District 
Schools employed methods with a strong sensory-motor orienta­
tion--role-playing, and the response was 100 per cent from both 
tb BLH'O ups. 
rrh e me th od of re norting progres s in Banneker Dis tri ct 
is thr::Ju/lh the Parent-teacher Conference and Report Caras 
7 
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indicating: Excellent, Satisfactory, Improving, Needs Improv­
ing and Unsatisfactory, plus percentages and check-list. 
The response to having a formal guidance program in 
their schools was 100 per cent negative. Since there is no 
guidance program in the Banneker District the comments were: 
"This is a type of service needed badly; names may be sub­
mitted who need guidance counseling, but no counselor is 
assigned to the building and this service is not available 
for the primary grades." One teacher said, "Mr. Achiever, a 
radio program, is designed to cite good and bad experiences 
that the disadvantaged child might meet. The program is 
desi~ned to guide him in the right direction." 
In the 8anneker District no reading texts have been 
selected specifically for the disadvantaged child. In grades 
four through eight, the basal text has been selected for the 
disadvantaged but not in grades kinder~arten through faur. The 
sarre text is used throughout the city in grades kindergarten 
through four. 
The princi pals were unanimous in their response tba t 
no read inc material using "hip" language bad been used in their 
schools but two teachers indicated they did use "hip!! materials. 
. h' ~ available inOiDe teacher salo t ,a-c th'18 rna t er-e,al is grades four 
fh t'8Gcher with a positive answer saidt~hroUfZh eif7ht and the Ol~ "er ­
it consisted of more recent books selected for recreational 
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reading. It should be mentioned that the principals did know 
what the "hip" material was. 
To the question, "Is 'hip' material llseful as a means 
of interesting 8 tUdents in reading?" 75 per cent of the prin­
o I °d" flh'l t lclpa s sal no W 1 e De same percentage of teachers said 
"yes. II While using these materials teachers felt it helped 
in understanding the child through his own sphere of communica­
tion, and that flhip material t-as Ilseful only so far as it moti­
vates or helps the child help himself to read and express him­
self, and if hip language generates attention and has appeal 
which may lead to broader and more diversified reading .••• r, 
One principal said that it would depend upon the personality 
of the teacher, as well as his facility in establishing rapport 
with pupils while the other was quite opposed to the use of 
"hip" language stating, "Children, hopefully, will become a 
member of the total society. They need to be able to verbalize 
with the whole society. Stressing 'hip' 1a...'1guage is localizing." 
In response to the question bow to modify tbe reading 
orOllram for those children that are disadvantaged as compared 
to those that are mentally retarded (I.Q. below 75) the 
teachers mentioned individualization of the readinQ as opposed 
to the basal readinr approach, usin~ appealin~ library with 
slJpplementiiry texts tJ mativ3.te and enrich l'1nguage and vocab­
uI~ry. Other comments were: 
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I would not lower the level for any group. I feel 
the challenge of the school is to raise the experience 
and academic level to the established program if at 
all possible •••• The disadvantaged child has a greater 
le3rning potential, a broader base wito which to work 
than the mentally retarded cbild. This potential can be 
fostered by enriching experiences and a widened environ­
mental horizon. 
Concerning developing language skills and the special 
methods to achieve it the comments were: 
In some cases I recommend the old-fashioned method of 
memorizing rules particularly verb forms as: see-saw­
seen. In as much as poor grammar is beard in everyday 
speech more often than is the correct, a child must have 
a standard to guide bim; and We have freedom of oral and 
written expres~ion. Effort is made to instill creative 
and individualized thinking. 
One administrator commented that these methods did not seem 
special to him. 
1'he audio-visus"l equipment usedl-J a.s the same as in 
the Des ines schools but the use is more frequent. The fre­
quancy of use by the teachers shows that movie projector is 
used once a week, the slide projector three times per week, 
the overhead projector once a month, the opaque projector four 
times a week, the record player used daily, the tape recorders 
f~ur times a week, the teaching machines used daily and the 
filmstrips were used as needed. D frequency was mentioned 
about the use or radio, filmstrip and record player combina­
ti on. Che television was not at all mentioned, althouq~ the 
schools had them: this media is evidently used just for 
special prORr'll1'lS. 
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In response to the question, "Does your d"rea lng program 
for the disadvantaged student differ from that offered tbe 
child in the 'average l classroom?!l three principals and two 
teachers did not see any difference between the two. Those 
who replied in the affirmative indicated the difference being 
due to the frequent use of the Reading Clinic and the Language 
Arts Room, more supplementary books and reading games, more 
teaching machines and audio-visual aids and their increased 
use to meeting the needs of the disadvantaged cbild. 
jillswers to the question whether the schools have any 
teaching machines for individualized instruction were contra­
dictory--the administrators saying flnol! while two teachers 
replied in the affirmative. Perhaps the reason for contradic­
ti~n is dJe to the fact tbat teacbin~ machines are called by 
different names. The comments from tbe two teachers who 
reported teaching machines in the building were that they were 
used in the Headin~ Clinic, Headstart and Follow-Through, plus 
the tape recorder is Gsed extensively. 
The teacher response was unanimous that reading vocab-
Thisulary is developed around the experiences of the child. 
is accomplIshed throu~h the children writing their own stories, 
pOl9ms, et ceter':!, school n(;HvSpaper and reading experience charts. 
j' 1:: d eve1 0 p t11 e n +-(, 1;::;.~ t~ a ,.7reat. dSP'ree left to the dis­,'h e \' 0 c a )u1 a r y 0' 
cr tioD of the individul1 teacher. 
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Both the groups were in 100 per cent agreement concern­
ing the extracurricular after-school programs within the build­
in~. The programs mentioned were: crafts t physical education, 
primlry reading, reading the newspapers, dramatics, instrumental 
music, study halls, Boy Scouts, Boys Club and Charm Clubs for 
Qirls. 'T'hese programs are voluntary and funded by the Federal 
Government and consist of two days per week tutorial and two 
days per week personal development. 
The older children belping younger students as a means 
of increasing their own skill and motivation for learning is 
more evident in 3anneker School District than in Des Moines. 
The older children in the same room helped the younger, worked 
with reading groups in different rooms, were used as story­
tellers and tutors with flashcard drill. 
Te~chers and principals were in total agreement in using 
p~rent8 of students in duties ~s teacher-aidss or assistants. 
he duties of the p3.rents ranged from office !3.ides, classroom 
aides to field trip assistants and school librarian. 
The services \4hich teachers received from ather scbool 
personnel or arencies are b~sically the same mentioned for the 
nes Moines Schools. 
Only OlJe te9.cher indicated of any pro;zram of te'1m te9.ch­
irH? The acher Corps \.%r\{s wi th a group of' twenty pupils 
\"Jith disabilities in both readiN! and arithmetic ancJ team teach­
ing is also done in classes of mentally retarded in oDe school. 
7 
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One teacher who said there was no team-teaching commented, how­
ever, that she used a Career II teacher as an assistant in her 
room for ODe semester. U'his Career II Teacher is wi th the 
J\;ew Careers program described by Riessman in the Review of the 
Literature. ) 
The majority of both the groups felt that the environ­
ment of the school is conducive to innovation within the con­
fines of the structural curriculum. 
The ratio of teacher to student for those teachers 
answering the questionnaire is comparatively higher than the 
Des Dines Schools--it ranged from eighteen to thirty, with an 
avera?e of twenty-three and one-half. Also the average ratio 
of teacher to student for the building as indicated by the 
principals is hi,;her than the Des ivJoines schools--a range of 
th irt y to th i rty-four, wi th an average of th irty-tHo. The 
difference between the two is primarily due to the fact the 
teachers in enrichment classrooms, which the writer observed, 
eVidently had smaller classes than their school as a whole. 
'Hewett, Banneker and Dunbar teachers respoDdin~ to the ques­
tiann'3.ire t'lu,-,.ht enrichment clasS'ss t'Jhich were of nec88sity 
smaller. 
The following responses are from the four Banneker 
District principals only. 
All the four principals expressed a gregter cJncern 
, t' .Compensatory ecuca lon 13for the C0tl!pensatory education. 
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only done on a district basis and the BIJnneker District program 
emphasizing better academic achievement througb motivation has 
been in operation since 1957. There is also a summer hsC.oo1 
available consisting of rooms for twenty children. 
Data concerning tbe percentage of children who came 
throu~h pre-school programs indicate 85 per cent of the chil­
dren who had gone through pre-school have had a pre-scbool 
program connected with the school for three years. 
The school system appears to have a good method of 
in-service meetings which were only on a district basis and 
!U) individual school basis. One principal said the meetings 
are mainly promoted by the City Curriculum Division and the 
district supervisors. There was only one positive response 
of any pre-service workshops. 
All the princip1ls indicated that they encourage 
teachers to visit the homes of their pupils--at least once 
per semester. 
The college courses for workshops that were recommended 
as helpful for teachers preparing to work in disadvantaged 
areas were: l1uman HeliJtions, Race Rsla tions, The Psychology 
and Sociology of the Impoverished Learner, Techniques of 
~ -. 1\I.3aoi~ ~ ng t~ the· .•.l~·~~d·T-.~nta .•_~ed, Histor v of the NegrocJ) e ':icn ln~ ,-r.- _ ",.:;,. ' ' '. J 
(since most inner-city chilrlren are black), Sensitivity train­
• - l ' • n L"n__.(].nan.... e Arts and Numbers.mHiP ,:ind Hemedial IBcllnlques 1. "­:1 ,-'-' 
....
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One principal suggested: t'IISpend more 1me in the 
schools. Courses for the Disadvantaged are often a 'Pie in 
the Sky' appro'lch. ll 
In mentioning any programs which bave benefited dis­
advantaged children in their school, the principal~' replies 
were as follows: 
Home Visitations, Banneker Districtls Council of 
P9.rents, Honor Day Programs, 
Community School for Pupils and Parents, 
, Afte~-8chool programs such as: Girls Clubs, Boys 
Clubs, Day Scouts, Study Halls, Dine-out, Leadership 
Conferences (StUdents), and during class, Mr. Achiever 
Radio Prof"ram. 
Remedial Math and Reading Workshops for Grades seven 
and eis:ht; ItYou ll Clubs for Boys and Girls, Grades four 
through eight (Small groups of ten to twelve boys or 
girls working with advisor and focusing on image build­
Ing); Monthly assemblies planned and carried out by 
pupils: Dramatic Club; Sex Education Workshop, Grades 
seven :md ei{lht; Parent Coffee Hour (three times per 
semester) where parents discussed scbool and pupil 
problems; P~rent Worksbop--planned annually by parents 
themselves, built around theme and using current issues 
of school and 10c9.1 community for discussion. 
One principal summarized the pro~rams 9.S follows~ 
After-school prol~rams stressing~ (8.) personal develop­
ment--opportunities in music and the 9.rts, practical and 
fine, (b) academic enrichment prol!rams for some. 
Expanded curricular programs stressing: (a) aC9.demic . 
enrichment for some, (b) radio and T.V. progr9.ll1s, selected; 
that is, NF:rr Programs, (c) expanded Language ~rts programs 
wi th eri tic':ll attention !=Liven to our m9.SS meella, (d) a 
variety of field trips. 
Pro~rams invJlvin~ parents: desi~ned to meet their felt 
need !liicJ to captupe ;md expand their entr'lnce. 
4 
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The rollowin~ are the observations made by the writer 
during visits to tbe classroom. The writer observed four 
classrooms in rour different scbools--grades one througb four. 
It "'Jas reI t tba. t the teach ers in the Bap..neker Dis tri c t 
bad better lIccn trol lt of the class and more student participa­
tion than their Des Moines counterparts. The degree of tbe 
use of the audio-visual equipment, as evidenced by observer 
through plans on board or equipment in room, was the same 
as in nes Moines, although the queBtionnaire response suggests 
a greater frequency of usage. 
Teachers' materials or c~ntent used in the instructional 
programs were better than that in Des Moines. All the teachers 
used a variety of materials to provide for diverse interests 
and abilities; all of the"l1 used "extra" activities for spare 
time and there 1.<Jas ~reater evidence of materials related to 
minority ?roups being used. 
Teachers' interest shown through the interpersonal 
clim::1te of the c19ssroom was comparatively better than tbe 
Des MJines School system. 
--------------_..­
CHAPTER IV 
SUMr"1ARY 
The purposes of this study were to: (1) observe pre­
school progra~s and study the effect on the child; (2) deter­
mine changes in the lower primary curriculum (grades one 
through four) as it was adapted to the disadvantaged child in 
the low socia-economic area in Des Moines and St. Louis; 
(3) observe and compare teacher tecbniques, interest and mat­
erials used in the instructional program in St. Louis and 
Des Moines (grades one through four); (4) review pertinent 
professional literature on the disadvantaged child and compare 
Des Moines '1Dd St. Louis with recommended principles; and 
(5) consider and recommend possible changes for current and 
t'uture proQ'rams. 
A study ot' current literature revealed what leading 
author! ties thought about education of disadvantaged children 
in the areas of curriculum, teacher training, methods of teach­
ing, and new proQ'rams available. 
A questionnaire was formulated and validated by three 
Drake University professors working k~tb disadvantaged children 
or the Teacher Corps. The questionnaire along with a cover 
letter was ~iven to four teachers and four principals in grades 
one through four in four separate schools in both Des Moines 
'wd St. Louis in which the writer also had her observations. 
-~.---
...... 
P'-''-' 
t~,~~ 
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The purpose of the questionnaire and observations was 
to compare curriculum modifications, teacher t hecniques and 
new programs in Des Moines and St. Louis. 
Response to the questionnaire was one hundred per cent 
which was necessary witb so small a sample. 
I.	 Sm~~ARY OF PRE-SCHOOL PROGRfu~S STUDIED 
IN DES MOINES AND ST. LOUIS 
The writer was impressed that many Montessori techniques 
could be incorporated in a good program for the disadvantaged 
such as Martin Deutsch's Institute for Developmental Studies in 
New York. The Montessori school in Des Moines had one dis­
advantaged child out of twenty. This school appears to be 
meeting the needs of the children it serves (middle class), but 
the pro~ram would have to be modified to be effective with dis­
advantaged children along with the need of incorporating a 
language program into the Montessori curricula. 
The Headstart Program was viewed as an excellent pre­
school experience in Des Moines, meeting all the criteria in 
. kl· t tb r· tar Head!'ltart Pro­tb e 0 bservatlon cbec IS 0 f e WI·. '1'h.-- e ­
gram in St. Louis would also adequately meet the needs of the 
disadvantaged child for a satisfactory pre-school experience. 
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II. SUMMARY OR CURR'ICULin~ CHAM 
- .J!'! > ~~GES IN GRADES 
ON8 THROUGH FOUR IN DES MOINES SCHOOLS, 
PROGRM~S FOR THS DISADVANTAGED 
In Des Moines reported changes in the curriculum so 
that the disadvantaged child does not constantly experience 
failure were reduction of class size, more materials and cur­
riculum related to Negro history, more individualized ins truc­
tion, more child-study conferences, staff work on mental 
healtb in the classroom and heterogeneous grouping. 
The most frequently cited criteria in grouping for 
instruction in Des Moines were the students' academic achieve­
ment and daily test performance. Four teachers and principals 
reported a chan~e in grouping in recent years with emphasis on 
heterogeneous grouping. 
The most prominent methods of discipline for children 
who disturb the order in tbe classroom were parent-teacher 
conferences, isol'ltion of the student, and child-study 
programs. 
One teacher and two principals in Des Moines reported 
' 1 l' a frequen.tly used teaching methodthe use, , ro e-p aY1ngof as 
Which would appeal to disadvantaged children who have a 
Physically-oriented type of learning. 
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The methods of reporting pupil progress for the dis­
advantaged child have not changed. Parent-teacher conf'erences 
and report cards were used. 
The guidance program for the four elementary schools in 
Des Moines consisted of a psychologist Visiting approximately 
two balf' days per week testing and counseling those students 
witb scholastic or emotional problems. Also tbree schools 
mentioned having a social worker who does individual and group 
couns eling. 
Five out of eight respondents reported that the reading 
texts had not been selected specifically for the disadvantaged 
and two of tbe three persons responding positively indicated 
that they used multi-ethnic readers. Only one principal 
reported having any reading materials using "hip" language in 
the school and it was indicated tbat most scbool personnel did 
not think "hi p ll material was useful although they were uncertain 
because of not beina familiar with any "hip" materialS. 
Concerning modification of the reading program for chil­
dren who are disadvantaged compared to mentally retarded (I.Q. 
below seventy-five), individualization and experience charts 
were emphasized. qoth groups should have a language program 
but techniques of development and of teaching would differ. 
Seven out of eight of the princip~ls and teachers 
responding indicated that they bad special methods of developing 
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language skills in their students which included emphasis on 
oral practice, use of tape recorder, records, listening sta­
tions, puppetry, experience stories, creative writing and 
vocabulary building. 
In Des Moines all schools reported having movie pro­
jectors, overhead projectors, opaque projector, record 
players, televisions, taperecorders and filmstrips; three 
school~ reported having a slide projector; two reported baving 
teaching machines and two baving listening stations; DO com­
putors were reported. As to the frequency of use by teachers, 
the televisions were the only equipment used daily by all 
teachers, the next most frequently used item was the record 
player followed by the overhead projector and movie projector. 
All four schools reported having a Reading Improvement Center 
in the building in wbich specialized equipment 8ucb as 
Tacbistoscope X, Controlled Reader, Craig Readers, and Flip 
top were mucb in use. 
Five out of eight of the principals and teachers stated 
that their reading program for the disadvantaged differed from 
that offered the child in the regul~r classroom. The differ­
enoes were in having different texts, using workbooks, having 
more oral work, not using pbonetic keys reading ~eries, and 
frequently using language arts ~nd reading clinic programs. 
~h t of ei~_.ht respondents reported having teaching
"·r'ee ou r: 
machines in their school which were used for individual 
ins true ti on. 
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Seven out or eight of the Des Moines principals and 
teachers said that they or their school develop reading vocab­
ulary around the experience of the child. 
Three of the four schools in Des Moines reported baving 
after-school programs within the school building. These pro­
grams deal t with all aspects of the child's development f'rom 
sports programs and scouts to chess J stamp and science clubs. 
Also mentioned were model clubs for boys and good grooming 
clubs for girls. One school plans to open the library in the 
evening and during the summer for studying and showing films. 
Two of the eight respondents reported tbat Dlder chil­
dren read tD younger pupils as a means of increasing their own 
skill. 
All four of the principals reported using parents in 
duties as 3. teacher-aide or .assistant in the Federal Programs 
of' Heads tart, Follow-Through and New Careers. 
The services that teachers received fram other school 
personnel in working with disadv~ntaged students consisted of 
ohild welfare, health clinic, child guidance, psychological 
testing and ancillary services. 
Three out of eight of the respondents reported having a 
program of team teacbing--one of these was through use of the 
'I'eac her Corps. 
Seven out of eight reported that the environment of the 
school was conducive to innovations because teachers are 
7 
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encouraged to try new methods and use many different techniques 
such as teaching machines. 
Since one of the aims of p frograms or the disadvantaged 
1s to reduce the class size for more individualized instruc­
tion, the writer found that in the Des Moines classrooms 
observed two had fifteen pupils, one had sixteen pupils and 
one had twenty-three pupils. The administrators indicated 
that the student/teacber ratio for their building was almost 
identical to tbe four classrooms cited above. The building 
ratio was fifteen pupils each in two of the schools, twenty 
pupils in one school and twenty-three pupils for the fourth 
school. 
The following information was limited to response only 
from the four Des Moines principals. 
All of the principals said there had been a greater 
concern for compensatory education for disadvantaged children 
in the irs cho ols in recen t years lid tb such innova ti ons as 1an­
gua~e arts, reading clinics, Headstart and Follow-Through. 
The percentages of students that go through a pre-scbool 
program in each of' the four schools were: 5 per cent, 65 per 
cent, 10 per cent, and 20 per cent. The school with 65 per 
cent has had pre-school in the building for three and a half 
years. 
. . . '. meeting q forAll principals reported haVIng Inservlce ~~ 
te~chers in helping them meet the needs of the disadvantaged 
pupils. 
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Three out of four of the principals stated that they had 
workshops for teachers prior to their beginning services in dis­
advantaged areas. One principal mentioned having a Sensitivity 
Program for teachers to learn about racially-different children. 
Headstart and Follow-Through programs represented a large por­
tion of the pre-service for teachers. 
All principals encouraged teachers to visit the bomes of 
their pupils. T1 tIe I (Federal Program) provides three days a 
year released time for two teacbers to do this. 
College courses and worksbops recommended by principals 
for teachers preparing to teacb in disadvantaged areas were: 
Urban Geography, Economics of Poverty, Work in Community 
Centers, Human Relations, Aides in Slum Schools, The Dis­
advanta'7ed Child, and Involvinf,! Plrents in the School. 
The prourams which Des ~oines crincipals felt had bene­
fited disadvantaged children in their school were: ]eadin~ 
IrnrrClvementg.nd LanglJ~ge Arts Clinic, Sensitivity Programs, 
Class Reduction, Summer Pre-school (that is, Headstart), 
Po11 o'N-Ttl r:J u gb, Cl u bs and After-s ch C 01 Programs, Stud en t 
Committee (similar to student council where different stu­
den ts 'lre 11 i ven an op por tuni ty to be in charge), Teacher 
Corps, Vista and Social Workers. 
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III. STH-11IJ1ARY OF CUmnCULUIvI CHANGES IN GRADES
 
ONE THROUGH FOUR IN ST. LOUIS' BANNEKER
 
DISTRICT	 SCHOOLS, PROGRM~ 
FOR THE DISADVANTAGED 
In St. Louis' Banneker District reported changes in 
the curriculum so tbat the disadvantaged child does not con­
s tantly experience failure were ungraded primary classroom 
organi zati on providing for continuOlls progres s wi th no pos­
sibility of failure, attempt at individualized instruction 
and flexible and homogeneous grouping which will a.llow stu­
dents to better campete in a classroom situation. One of the 
principals' suggestions was to help teachers understand the 
disadvantaged child's need for success and for teachers to 
vary instructional techniques with use of audio-visual aids, 
socio-drama and role-playing. 
The most frequently cited criterion used in grouping 
for in s true ti. on in the Bmneker Dis tric t was academic 'leb ieve­
men t of tbe students. Other less mentioned factors in group­
ing t4ere daily test performance, chronologica.l age, and LQ. 
Seven out of ei~ht respondents reported that their grouping 
pattern h3d changed in recent years to meet the needs of the 
disadvantaged youngster. Enricbment classes bad been organ­
ized for fa.ster learners; an adjusted pro£'r"'am had been 
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instituted for slower learners. Smaller, more flexible 
groupS with student helpers were used and there was a trend 
toward mDre heterogeneous grouping. 
The primary methods of discipline used for children 
who disturbed the order in the classroom were parent-teacher 
conferences and isolation. 
Three teachers out of the eight respondents frequently 
used methods of role-playing. 
Methods of reporting pupil progress were through 
parent-teacher conferences and report cards. 
All respondents indicated that there was no formal 
guidance program in their school and this was a service that 
was needed badly. 
All eipht respondents in the Banneker District stated 
that they had no reading texts designed specifically for the 
disadvanta~ed child in grades K through three, although in 
~rades four throu~h ei~ht basal texts had been selected for 
"-' "-- '-' 
the disadvantaged. Two teachers reported that their schools 
had reading materials using "hip" language but they wera used 
only for recreational reading. Three out of eight of Banneker 
District respondents thought hip materi~l was useful as a 
means of motivatin~ students in reading, however, one respondent 
indicated a disinclination to use ~hipn material because 
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disadvantaged children are, hopefully, to become a member of 
the total society and need to be able to verbalize with the 
t otal soc i e ty; s tres 8 ing "hip II lanaua,qe would b 
- t:: ,-0 e locali zing. 
In order to modify the reading program for disadvantaged 
children as compared to those who are mentally retarded (I.Q. 
below 75) the 3~nneker District principals and teachers indi­
cated the importance of smaller groups and more individualized 
readinQ instruction, raising the disadvantaged child to the 
level of the school program rather than simplifying the pro­
gram to the child's level. The disadvantaged child has a 
greater learning potential than the mentally retarded student. 
Since he has a broader base with wbicb to work, he sbould have 
enriching experiences to foster this potential, whereas, the 
mentally retarded student would have a more simplified program 
of reading emphasizing necessary skills and reinforcement of 
these skills through drill and repetition. 
Two out of eight respondents indicated using special 
methods for developing language skills in students. Effort is 
placed on oral and wri tten expression and instilling creative 
and individualized thinking. One administrator indicated tbat 
the methods used do not seem special to the teachers who have 
Worked in B~1neker District ~~d used these methods for some 
time. 
In St. Louis' Banneker District all schools reported 
,. .. t·· . opaque projector,haVing movie projectors, overnead proJec ors, 
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tape recorder and filmstrips; three schools reported having 
a slide projector and Controlled Readers; two reported hav­
ing a television, listening stations, and radio; one school 
reported having teaching machines, and filmstrip and record 
player combination. None reported having computers. As to 
the frequency of use by teachers, the record player, tape 
recorder and movie projector were used the most often as 
reported by all teachers; one teacher reported using the 
record player daily and another the teaching machines 
(installed in her room). 
Three out of eight of the respondents stated that the 
reading program for disadv~ntaged differed from that offered 
the children in the regular classroom. The program differed 
in the amount of work, basal texts used, stress on oral usage, 
and uss of workbooks; teaching machines and audio-visual aids 
are used for the purpose of independent learning. 
Two schools reported using teacbing machines for indi­
vidualized instruction in their school. 
Six out of ei~ht respondents reported developing read­
ing vocabulary around the experiences of the child through 
reading of experience charts, writing own stories, poems, and 
a school newspaper. 
, havl'n~ extracurricular after-schoolAll schools reportea -
'ld' mibere were a variety of pro~rams within the sohool bUllng. . 
There were tutorial
club ~roup9 at every age and grade level. 
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groups two days per week and personal development two days 
per week. Other activities included crafts, physical educa­
tion, reading the newspaper, dramatics, instrumental music, 
Boy Scouts, Cb'irm Club for girls. These extracurricular 
programs are voluntary and are funded by the federal govern­
ment. 
Five of tbe eight respondents indicated that older 
students helped younger students as a means of increasing 
their own skill. One teacher said tbat she did not know and 
two respondents said no to this question. It was indicated 
that the older students were used as story tellers for younger 
ones and also help wi th flashcard drill. However, there is no 
organized program and it is left to the discretion of indi­
vidual teachers. 
All respondents indicated that parents of students were 
used in duties as teacher-aide or a8sist&~t. Tbe duties range 
from office and attendance aides to teacher aides, field trip 
as sis tantsand school librarian. 
The services whicb teacbers received from other school 
personnel were ancillary services, social welfare, bealth 
clinic, attendance aid, professional testing service, and a. 
very limi te d arno un t 0 f service from child gui dance. 
Three out of eight respondents indicated that they bad 
a prop'rai''fl of team teaching, four s'1id that they did not and 
one was unsure ,.;rhether there was teamteaching in the building. 
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The programs menti oned in the us e of team teaching were the 
Teacher Corps, classes for mentally retarded, and a Career II 
teacher who is part of the New Careers Progra~ referred to by 
Riassman in the writer's review of the literature. 
Seven of the eight respondents indicated that the 
environment of their school was conducive to innovations. 
Reduction of class size has occurred in the enrichment 
classrooms visited by the writer but the ratio of students to 
teacher is still quite high throughout the other classrooms 
in the Banneker Dis tri ct. In the four classrooms observed, 
the first three were enrichment classes having eighteen stu­
dents, twenty-one students, and twenty-five students; the 
fourth was not an enrichment classroom and had thirty pupils. 
Tbe administrators indicated that the student/teacher ratio 
for their building was thirty-four to one, thirty-one to one, 
and th i rty to one for the s cho ols in which the writer observed 
enrichment classrooms; and thirty-two to one for the school in 
which the writer did not observe an enrichment classroom. 
The following information was limited to response by 
the four fhnneker District principals only. 
All of the principals stated that there had been a 
t ' for disadvantaqedgreater concern for compensatory de ,uca lon ~ 
children in recent years. The Banneker District program 
, .. . , '. t tbrough motivation hasemphaS1ZirJg better acaderrnc ach18vemen . . 
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been in operation since 1957. There are also summer school pro­
grams with a reduced number of pupils in each room. 
The percentages of students who went through a pre­
scho 01 program in each of the four schools were: 5 per cent, 
85 per cent, 25 per cent, and significantly less than 1 per 
cent. The one school with 85 per cent has had pre-school in 
its building for three years. 
All four principals reported that they had inservice 
meetings for hel ping teachers meet the needs of disadv8.J.'1taged 
students mostly on a district or individual school basis. 
Only one principal indicated having any pre-service 
workshops for teachers, two said there were no pre-service 
worksbops and one did not comment. 
All four principals said that they encouraged teacbers 
in their school to visit the homes of their pupils. In one 
school this was done once per semester. 
The c allege courses and workshops that were recommended 
by the Banneker District princip~ls for teachers preparing to 
teach in dis~dvantaged areas were: The Psychology and Sociol­
ogy of the Impoverished Learner, Techniques of Teaching Read­
ing to the Disadvantaged, The History of the Negro, Sensitivity 
'rrain ing, and Rem8d i al Techniques in Language and Numbers. One 
princip'll st'lted th9.t it t-las important to spend more time in 
the schools because courses for the disadvantaged are often a 
fl tl • • Il
.1e 1n the Sky approach. 
2 
III 
The programs mentioned which the principals lelt had 
benefited the disadvantaged students in their school were: 
Parent Workshops, Student Leadership Conferences, Operation 
Dine-Out, Home Visitations, Banneker District Council of 
Parents, Honor Da.y Progral'l'ls, Mr. Achiever Radio Program, 
Parent Coffee Hour (three times per semester where parents 
discussed scbool and pupil problems), Community School for 
Pupils and Parents, StUdy Halls, Remedial Math and Workshops 
for Grades seven and eight, "you tl Clubs for Boys and Girls 
(Grades four through eight focusing on image bUilding), 
Monthly Assemblies planned and carried out by pupils, Dramatic 
Club, Sex Education Worksbop (Grades seven and eight), and 
Parent workshop (planned annually and conducted by parents 
themselves using current issues of school and local community 
for discussion). 
IV. Sur-nv;ARY AND CONPARISON Oli' TEACHER
 
TECHNIQUES, INTERESTS, M~D MATERIALS
 
USED IN THE INSTRUCTIONftL PROGR~1
 
IN	 DES JtiOliIi"'ES A..-ND ST. LOUIS' 
BANNEKER DISTRICT 
as comparedIn rating the four teachers in Des 
. tit was fel ti tto the four in tbe St. Louis' Banneker D s rIC·, 
th'lt the teachers in the St. Louis' Banneker District ranked 
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higher in teaching techniques than the Des Moines teachers with 
the exception of audio-visual equipment which was 
approximately 
the same amount of use for both groups. Teacher materials and 
content used in the instructional program and teacher interest 
ranked higher for Banneker District teachers in St. Louis than 
for Des Moines teachers. 
V.	 COMPARISON OF DES MOINES AND ST. LOUIS' BANNEKER DISTRICT 
IN PRACTICES AND PROGRAMS FOR Th~ DISADVANTAGED CHILD 
IN cERE ELEMENTARY GRADES (ONE THROUGH FOUR) 
A review of the literature established that extra serv­
ices and changes in the organization of the school were neces­
sary to aid the disadvantaged child in learning effectively. 
In Des Moines this was done through reduction of class size, 
more individualized instruction, heterogeneous grouping, intro­
due ti on of Negro His tory courses, a guidance program wi tb a 
psychologist and social worker, and such additional services 
as child welfare, health clinic, and professional testing 
services. In St. Louis' Banneker District there was ungraded 
primary or~anization, increased individualized instruction and 
homogeneous ~rouping. 
A review of the literature also confiffned the need for 
].'."'n· d mA thnd 8 in 1 ang lJage and reading tot vari (~ty of m9.teriE:Ls:>. ,,- _ ­
This need was met in
bost suit individual learniDfl p'ltterns. 
· , th"'d q as: much oralDes ~1oine8 through such 111qteri als anCi me ,"-' '­
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practice, use of tape recorder 
, 
records Ii t i .
,s en ng statlons, 
puppetry, experience stories, creative writing 
, 
. b 1 VOca u ary 
building, and reading clinic wi th specialized equipment. In 
St. Louis' Banneker District there was much use of role-play­
ing, emphasis on oral and written expression, experience 
charts and extensive utilization of reading clinics. 
The review of the literature established the importance 
of reading texts and activities relevant to tbe lives of the 
disadvantaged child (that is, city life, minority groups, et 
cetera). In Des Moines multiethnic readers were used, and 
reading vocabulary w'as developed around the experiences of the 
child. In St. Louis no reading texts were selected specif­
ically for the disadvantaged child, however, the reading 
vocabulary was developed around the experiences of the child. 
The review of the literature established the importance 
of projects qnd extracurricular activities for the disadvantaged 
child. In Des Moines such projects as Headstart, Follow-Through, 
Reading and Language Clinics, and after-scbool clubs for cbil­
dren are in operation. In St. Louis' Banneker District projects 
consisted of IIeadstart, Follow-Through, Reading Clinics, Sam 
Shepard's Project Motivation (giving parents and students the 
incentive for higher education wo a good job as a result of 
doing \<1e11 in school), after-school clubs plus after-school 
tutoring. 
1ii 
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Teacher training was confirmed by a review of the lit­
erature as most important in any program for disadvantaged 
children. In Des Moines each bUilding principal holds their 
own in-service meetings; pre-service workshops were available 
to teachers beginning work in poverty-area schools through a 
Sensitivity Program(whicb was available for teachers to learn 
about racially-different cbildren~ and Headstart, Follow­
Through, and Teacher Corps Programs. In St. Louis' Banneker 
District in-service meetings were available to teachers in 
tbeir own building or in their district (B~neker) but pre-
service training was limited. 
The review of the literature established that parent 
involvement was most important for a child's success in 
school. In Des Moines parents were active in school through 
Heads tart, F'ollow-Tbrough and I'Jew Careers; and in St. Louis' 
Fhnneker District parents were participating in scbool affairs 
as attendance aides, teacher aides for Heaostart, Follow­
Through, and New Careers, field trip assistants, scbool 
librarian, and activities as B'inneker District Council of 
Pqrents, Parent Coffee, Community School for Pupils and Parents 
and Parent Workshops. 
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VI.	 RECOMMENDATIONS POR CURRENT AND 
FUTURE PROGRAM'S 
The f'ollowing lis t s ummari zes recommendati ons for current 
and fu ture programs for disadvantaged children. 
1.	 Ungraded organization is important for a child can pro­
gress at his own rate, however, teacbers need special 
training and materials before a school changes from 
graded to ungraded. 
2.	 Grouping heterogeneously (Tucson Plan) is relevant to 
preparation for an individualized reading program. 
3.	 Adapt the Montessori methods which have a strong sen­
sory-motor orientation; but, incorporate a language 
program, dramatic play and outdoor activi ties into 
present Montessori schools. 
4.	 Develop reading materials that use "hip" material to 
motivate student& to an interest in reading. 
S.	 Use multiethnic readers for disadvantaged children to 
identify wi th tbe charac tars. Use these readers 
only as a "springbo~rdn to motivate ohildren to 
broader reading habits. 
6.	 Hive minority group courses, as Black History, with 
emphasis on contributions of minority group members 
thro ugh pic tures, writing bi o£:raphies, 9:nd reading. 
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7. Use techniques of role-playing dra.....at· 1 and 
.., u, lC p ay 
puppetry to emphasize the dis advantaged child's 
physical-motor strengths. 
8.	 Adapt an effective guidance program witb counselors 
and psychologis ts available on the elementar'y level 
as preventive mental healtb treatment. 
9.	 Increase learning through an effective and varied use 
O f audio-visual equJ.·pnnen.t. U!>:le
.. ' 
T
" 
V as an 1'nS t ruc­
tional device as in the new program, Sesame Street, 
on the educational network aimed at teacbing pre­
schoolers especially inner-city youngsters. This is 
considered a televised Headstart Program. Teaching 
machines should be used often for programmed instruc­
tion. Develop films appropriate for teaching low-
income gro :JpS and for preparing teachers to teach in 
lower class settings. Computers would be useful in 
helping specialists draw a highly detailed profile of 
each student--aiding tbe development of individualized 
educ a ti on. 
10 n" . "neea' t,D be refined and used for a•	 L 1 agnos tl C S erVICEHI 
finding out 1. Q.wider variety 0 f purposes t b an for 
'ld Di~gnostic procedures sbouldand grouping ctllren. ­
be used to change curriculum and/or teaching tecbni­
ques. 
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11.	 More attention needs to be given to altering the 
present education system, not just changing the 
learner. Involvement of parents and community is 
,	 the only solution for any education to be effective 
now or later. Large city school syatems may have to 
decentralize in order to give parents and community 
groups real control over the education of their 
children. 
12.	 Adapt the New Careers Program which has a plan to make 
indigenous teachers. The new aides are parents and 
the purpose of the program is for these parents to 
be involved in a career-pattern, and not be part-
time volunteers. They must not only duplicate 
materials and run errands but learn all the aspects 
of being a teacher. Teacher aides hired from the 
community can bring into the school system what the 
community wants in the way of education. They will 
not be trained by the system but will help to change 
it. 
13.	 Uti li ze male teachers especially for boys to serve as 
a mOdel because of many lower-class fatherless bomes. 
14. Help older children learn by lettin~ them teach younger 
children. 
metbods of motiva­15.	 Us e Read ing and LanfzUatz8 Cl inlcs as 
tioD and compensatory education. 
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16.	 Set aside several entire days a year specifically for 
in-service training and let instructors attend 
mee tings concerned VIi tb tbeir particular interest. 
Teachers should engage in continuous planning in 
teams that include specialists from a nearby col­
lege or university (as in the Teacher Corps Program). 
Tbe teams would explore such promising practices as 
nan-graded structure and programmed instruction. 
Course credit should be given to teachers and prin­
cipals for on-the-job team planning. 
17.	 Teaching must be connected with the student's back­
ground, drives, and life if any learning is to take 
place. 
16.	 Teachers must emphasize positive qualities possessed 
by slum children and build confidence by using their 
strenQths to overcome weaknesses in other curriculum 
areas. 
19.	 If teacbers raise their own sta..ndards tLnd expectations 
for children from lower socia-economic backgrounds, 
the students' performances will improve. 
20.	 'Jive specia.l help for new teachers through assignment 
of a more experienced teacher who can give the new 
tea.chers needed a.dvice. 
-
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21.	 There must be more attempts to make the curricula as 
relevant as possible to all students by casting 
each subject in a conceptual framework which 
accommodates for change more readily tban mere 
factual learning. 
22.	 Field trips and guest speakers are important in Widen­
ing the child' 8 background of experiences. 
23.	 CTaroes are a powerful tool. Conceptual areas--symbolic, 
visual, listening, sequential, comparative and des­
criptive--are important to accentuate. 
24.	 Students will have more interest in courses if tbey 
are allowed to participate in curriculum planning. 
25.	 Since cbildren are being prepared for a service­
oriented economy, the scbool must prepare students 
for greater flexibili ty and the ability to communi­
cate verbally. 
26.	 1 tis nece s s ary to have tbe s ebo 018 racially inte­
gra ted ['or students in an all-wbi te scb Dol are as 
s egrega ted as an all-Negro s cb 001 and also Buffer 
disadvantages i"rom segregation. White parents 
should be made to realize that by the time their 
children are groiffi their first boss Dr first col­
lege teacher may be a Negro. 
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27. Use Mr. Achiever Radio Program which gives models 
of behavior for the children to imitate. 
28. Before and After-School Programs are useful for 
motivation to learning and improved image-building 
for students. 
29.	 The administrators know more about the newer methods 
of teaching and programs than the teachers are 
aware of or use themselves. The gap indicates lack 
of communication between administrators and teachers. 
B'oI" an y pro gram to be sue ces sful the teacher is the 
final link in the implementation of that program. 
30.	 Further in-depth research especially action research 
Is necessary for programs for the disadvantaged. 
The re 8 earch s b ould be concerned '11.'1 th a cha..TJge in 
the ch i Id 's behavi or or learning as a res ul t of 
different materials or methods used in the instruc­
tional program. 
The	 final produe t which teacher and parent should aim 
11...- don't need you to give mef or is	 the ch i Id wh 0 can say, 1 ~ 
l1 
anything, ope· the door and I'll get it myself. 
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2319 S.E. 5th Street 
Des Moines, Iowa 50315 
rJlarch 24, 1969 
Dear 
As educators, we are in teres ted in the effectiveness of 
the me to ad s and materials we us e in our inner-city schools. I 
am making a study of elementary curriculum needs for children 
from low aoci 0 -e conomic areas in St. Louis and Des ?-10ines in 
partial fulfillment of requirements for a r'laster's Degree at 
Drake University. 
I plan to observe at four select schools in St. Louis 
and Des Moines and no te teacher techniques and materials used 
in the instructional program. I will observe in only one 
classroom in each building for an hour, unless otherwise indi­
eated. I will vis it each school a minimum of two times to 
insure greater accuracy of reporting. Also, I will administer 
a questionnaire to tbe teacher in the classroom in whicb I 
observe as well as the building principal. 
. enc1_O!'led for yourA self-addressed, stamped enve1 ope IS ­
convenience; a.n sa.1'ly reply \ii11 be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
/s/	 Theresa Rac 
THERESA RAO 
-
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please be as succinct as possible lOn your response to 
items below wherethe comment is necessary. This will help 
in responding andyou help the writer in tabulating. Thank 
you. 
Name of Respondent 
Name of School 
Scbool Addres s 
(street and number) (city) 
Position Held in Scbool 
Student/Teacher Ratio in Your Classroom 
---
(Teacher Only) 
This questionnaire is being used as a supplement to 
observation by the v.!ritsI'. All questions below are 
in reference to the disadvantaged student. Tbe ques­
tiona 1-22 are for both principal and teacher. You 
need not comment on every item unless you desire to 
do so. 
1. What is being done within the classrooms in this particu­
lar buildin~ so that the disadvantaged child does not
 
constantly experience failure?
 
Comment:
 
-
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2.	 What criteria do you use in grouping for instruction? 
Intelligence Quotient 
Test Performance (Daily) 
Chronological Age 
Academic Achievement
 
Other (Specify)
 
3.	 Has your grouping pattern changed in recent years to 
fit the needs of the disadvantaged youngster? 
Yes No	 Comment: 
4.	 1rJhat methods to you find most effective in disciplining 
children	 who disturb the order in the classroom? 
Parent-Teacher Conference Cbild StUdy Program 
Isolation Corporal Puniebment 
Other (Specify) 
S.	 Do yo u or your 8 chocl frequently employ me thod s which bave 
a 8 trong sen s Dry-motor orientati on? (tba t is, role-play­
ing) 
Yes	 No Comment: 
6.	 1,oJhat method or methods do you use in reporting progress of 
pupils? 
Parent-Teacher ConferenceePercentages 
Check List 
Satisfactory, Improving, Unsatisfactory 
Other (Specify) 
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7.	 Is there any formal guidance program established in your 
school for disadvantaged youngsters? 
Yes No Coromen t : 
8.	 Have the reading texts been selected specifically for
 
the disadvantaged cbild?
 
Yes No Comment:
 
9.	 Do you ba ve any reading materials us ing "hip If language 
in your school? 
Ye s	 No Comment: 
10.	 Do you think "hip" material is useful as a means of 
interesting students in reading? 
Yes No Comment: 
11.	 How would you modify the reading program for those chil­
d ren tba t are dis advan taged as compared to those tba t 
are mentally retarded (I.Q. below 7S)? 
Comment: 
12.	 Do you have any special method of developing language 
skills in your students? 
Yes No Comr-nent: 
n 
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13·	 Place an (x) in the left-hand column b f e ore	 the equip­
ment	 which your school bas d' d 
an In feate on the right 
the number of times per week you use each item. 
Movie Projector 
Slide Projector 
Overhead Projector 
Opaque Projector 
Record Player _ 
Closed-circuit T.V. 
Computers 
Tape Recorder 
Filmstrips 
Testing Machines 
Others (Specify) 
14.	 Does your reading program for the dise.dvantaged student 
differ from tha t offered the child in the "averaQe fl 
classroom? 
Yes No 
If yes, check one or more of the following: 
Amount	 of work Different texts 
Use of workbooksHore oral t<Jork
 
Other
 (Specify) 
Additional cornment: 
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15.	 Does your school have teaching machines for individua.l­
ized instruction?
 
Yes No Comment
 
16.	 Does your s cn a 01 develop reading vocabulary around tbe 
experiences or the child? 
Yes No Comment: 
17.	 Are there available within the school building a.ny extra­
curricular after-school programs? 
Yes No Comment: 
18.	 Do you have any provision for older children helping 
younger students as a means of increasing their own 
skill and motivation for learning? 
Yes No Comment: 
19.	 Do you utilize p!3rents of students in duties as teacher 
aide or assistant? 
'les No Comment: 
20.	 What services do teachers receive from other school 
pers anne 1 or a~enc ie s to he lp them in workin;z with 
the disadvantaged student? 
Ancillary Services (leal. th Clinic 
Soc iai,'! e lfare Child Guidance 
Other 
(Specify~
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21. Do you 
Yes 
have any program of 
No 
team teaching? 
Comment: 
22. Is the 
Yes 
environment of the 
No 
school conducive to 
Comment: 
innovations? 
FOR THE PRINCIPAL ONLY 
Student/Teacher Ratio in Building 
2.3.	 Has there been a greater concern in your school in recent 
years for compensatory education for disadvantaged stu­
dents?
 
v

-"-es	 No Comment: 
24.	 Approxima te ly wh at percentage of students in your school 
come through a pre-school program? 
Percent8pe ~ 
25.	 Are there any in-service meetings for teacbers to belp 
them in meeting the needs of disadvantaged students? 
Yes No Comment: 
26.	 Do teachers in your school have a.ny l.,rorkshops prior to 
be~~inninf1 serviGes in disa.dv9.nta::zed areas?
 
Yes No Comment:
 
m 
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27.	 Do you enCDUI"age the teaCheI"8 in your school to visit 
the homes of their pupils? 
Yes No Comment: 
28.	 What college courses or workshops would you recommend 
1'or teachers preparing to work in disadvantaged areas? 
Comment: 
(Please use the back if necessary) 
29.	 Mention any programs which you 1'ee1 have benefited dis­
advantaged cbildren in your school. (Please be 
speci.fic. ) 
....
 -

